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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

Temperature Equilibration and Three·body Recombination 

in Strongly Magnetized Pure Electron Plasmas 

by 

Michael Edwin Olinsky 

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics 

University of California, San Diego, 1991 

Professor Thomas M. O'Neil, Chairman 

Two properties of a weakly correlated pure electron plasma that is immersed in a 

uniform magnetic field are calculated. The strength of the magnetic field is determined by 

the dimensionless parameter' 'c, I b, where re, = ~k8J: Im, In,, is the cyclotron radius and 

b = e2 I k8T, is the classical distance of closest approach. 

The first property examined is the collisional equipartition rate between the parallel 

and perpendicular velocity components. Here, parallel and perpendicular refer to the 

direction of the magnetic field. For a strongly magnetized plasma (i.e., rce I b << 1 ), the 

equipartition rate is exponentially small (-exp[-2.34(b/r")'"]). For a weakly 

magnetized plasma (i.e., rce I b >> 1), the rate is the same as for an unmagnetized plasma 

except that rce I b replaces A.0 I b in the Coulomb logarithm. (It is assumed here that 

rce < Al); for re. > A.0 , the plasma .is effectively unn1agnetized.) Presented is a numerical 

x 

. 
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treatment that spans the intermediate regiri1e r,,e I b -1, connects on to asymptotic results in 

the two limits rce I b << t and rce I h >> t and is in good agreement with experiments. 

Also, an improve~ asymptotic expression for the rate in the high field lin1it is derived. 

Secondly, the three-body recon1bination rate for an ion introduced into a cryogenic 

electron plasma in the high field limit is calculated. An ensemble of plasmas characterized 

by classical guiding center electrons and stationary ions is described with the BBGKY 

hierarchy. Under the assumption of weak electron correlation, the hierarchy is reduced to a 

master equation. Insight to the physics of the rccon1bination process is obtained from the 

variational theory of reaction rates and from an approximate Fokker-Planck analysis. The 

master equation is solved nun1erically using a Monte Carlo simulation, and the 

recon1bination rate is detennined to be 0.070(10)n;u~b5 per ion, where ne is the-electron 

density and v~ = -Jk8 'f, Im£ is the thermal velocity. Also detennined by the numerical 

simulation is the tr..tnsient evolution of the distribution function from a depleted potential 

well about the ion to its steady state. 
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• Chapter 1 . 

General Introduction 

1.1. Overview 

This thesis contains the solution to two problems in the kinetic theory of pure 

electron plasmas. Chapter 2 contains a calculation of the collisional equipartition rate for a 

plasma characterized by an anisotropic velocity distribution (TJ. '¢ J;1). The plasma is 

assumed to be in a uniform magnetic field, and parallel (II) and perpendicular (-1) refer to 

the direction of the magnetic field. Chapter 3 contains a calculation of the collisional 

recombination rate (three-body recombination) for an ion that is introduced into a cold and 

magnetized pure electron plasma. These two chapters are presented as free-standing 

papers, one of which has been published [LI] and the other of which will be submitted 

shortly. The purpose of this introduction is to place the work in a more general context 

than is apparent from the papers alone. 

In both calculations, the plasma is .assumed to be weakly correlated, the condition 

for which is neA~ >> 1, where ne is the electron density and AD= ~kBJ: ! 4n nee2 is the 

Debye length. Here, i: is th~ electron temperature, k8 is the Boltzmann constant, and e 

and m. are the electron charge and mass respectively. One can easily show that this 

inequality implies the length scale ordering b <<AD' where b = e2 I k8 i: is the classical 

distance of closest approach. When the plasma is magnetized, the cyclotron radius 

I 
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re,= -Jk6T, Im, I Qc, introduces another length scale that can be ordered arbitrarily relative 

to the other length scales. Here, Qc, = eB I m,c is the electron cyclotron frequency. When 

re,> AD, the plasma is effectively unmagnetized for collisional dynamics, since an 

unperturbed particle orbit is nearly a straight line over the range Or the Debye shielded 

interaction. We exclude this case here, since we are particularly interested in the influence 

of the magnetic field on the collisional dynamics. We say that a plasma is weakly 

magnetized when b <<re, <<AD, and that it is strongly magnetized when r,,, << b. 

The theory of collisional relaxation for a plasma with an anisotropic velocity 

distribution has a long history. For an unmagnetized plasma, the Fokker-Planck collision 

operator, which describes the collisional evolution of the electron velocity distribution, was 

written down by Landau in 1936 [1.2], and was put on a rigorous footing by several others 

[1.3-1.5] in the late 1950's. Using this operator, one can show that the characteristic time 

for an electron moving at the thennal velocity v,::: ~k8T, / m, to undergo collisional 

deflection through 90° is [1.6] 

I 
~ .. ~ ( ) 2 ( ) 5.59 n, v,b In }.DI b (I. I) 

The inverse of this time is the electron-electron collision frequency v,, ::: l / t". and as one 

would expect, this frequency sets the basic rate for the collisional relaxation of an 

anisotropic velocity distribution in an unmagnetized plasma. 

For an electron velocity distribution of the fonn 

( 1.2) 

the equipartition rate is defined though the equation 

( 1.3) 
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where (7;
1 

- Ti_) is assumed to be small, and tfl'J.. I dt is interpreted as the rate of increase of 

the mean perpendicular kinetic energy. The assumption of small temperature anisotropy 

(7;1 -Tl.)<< 7;1, T.i is necessary to insure that t!Tj_ I dt is linear in (7;1 -TJ..). For the case 

where the magnetic field is sufficiently weak that the collisional dynamics is effectively 

unmagnetized (rce >> A0 ), Ichimaru and Rosenbluth [1.7] calculated the equipartition rate 

s,fii ' (' ) V=--n.v,b In A 0 I b 
15 ( 1.4) 

In 1960, Rostoker r 1.8] generalized the collision operator to include the effect of a 

magnetic field. The Rostoker operator is valid in the unmagnetized regime (re. >> /..0 ) and 

in the weakly magnetized regime (b << rce << A.0 ). By carrying out extensive numerical 

solutions of model collision operators based on the Rostoker operator; Montgomery, 

Joyce, and Turner [1.9] concluded that the main effect of the magnetic field is to introduce 

a kind of dynamical shielding on a length scale rce. For weakly magnetized plasmas 

(b << rce << AD) this dynamical shielding supersedes the Debye shielding, and the cutoff in 

the Coulomb logarithm is replaced by an'" cutoff [i.e., ln(A.0 I b)-> ln(r" /'b)]. Making 

this replacement in the lchimaru-Rosenbluth formula, yields an asymptotic expression for 

the rate in the regime of weak magnetization 

( 1.5) 

The parameter regime of strong magnetization is quite unusual, as can be seen by 

rewriting the inequality r;;e << b in the form (k8 I:)312 
<< 10-4 B, where k8T8 is in eV and B 

is in kG. Even for Bas large as 100 kG (the largest field that one can conveniently use for 

plasma confinement in laboratory experiments), the inequality requires that 

k8 Te << 0.1 eV, and this means that a neutral plasma would recombine. However, recent 

experiments [ 1.10] have involved the magnetic confinement of pure electron plasmas and 

these plasmas cannot recombine, since there are negligibly few ions in the confinement 
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region. Moreover, these plasmas have been cooled to the cryogenic temperature regime 

where they are deep within the regime of strong magnetization. In fact, it is experimental 

access to the regime of strong magnetization (re .. << b) and intermediate magnetization 

(f'.: .. -b) that motivates the theory presented here. This is the reason that we take up 

problems in plasma kinetic theory at this late date in the history of the subject. 

O'Neil and Hjorth [I.II] recently calculated an asymptotic formula for the 

equipartition rate in the strongly magnetized limit (re, << b ). In this limit, the rate is 

constrained by a novel adiabatic invariant, the total cyclotron action ( J = L m, vJl. / 2.Qc.,), 
; 

and the rate is exponentially small ( v - exp[-2. 34(b Ir.,)'"]). 
To understand the adiabatic invariant consider a binary collision between two 

electrons in a strongly magnetized plasma. The electrons spiral towards and then away 

from each other in tight helical orbits with the radii of the helixes being much smaller than 

the minimum separation between the electrons. The picture of such a collision is much 

different than what one imagines for Rutherford scattering. The condition for strong 

magnetization·(ru << b) can be rewritten as (fl~,>> v, I b); so the cyclotron frequency is 

the highest dynamical frequency in the problem. One can think of the two cyclotron angles 

as high frequency oscillators that resonantly exchange quanta (or action) and the remaining 

variables as slowly varying parameters that modulate the oscillators. Under these 

conditions it is not surprising that the total cyclotron action is conserved, or, more 

precisely, is an adiabatic invariant. For the case of a unifonn magnetic field, which we 

consider here, one can equivalently say that the total perpendicular kinetic energy is an 

adiabatic invariant. 

On the time scale of a few collisions, the adiabatic invariant is well conserved, and 

there is negligible exchange of energy between the degrees of freedom parallel and 

perpendicular to the magnetic field. The distribution of velocities relaxes to Maxwellians 

separately for the perpendicular and parallel velocities, with the parallel temperature 7;, not 

-
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necessarily equal to the perpendicular temperature Tl.. However, an adiabatic invariant is 

not an exact constant of the motion, so the evolution does not stop at this stage. During 

each collision, the adiabatic invariant is broken by an exponentially small amount, and these 

small energy exchanges act cumulatively to allow 7;1 and T.l to relax to a common value. 

The rate for this process (i.e., the equipartition rate) is exponentially small. Subsequent 

experiments by Beck, Fajans, and Malmberg ( 1.12] verified the dramatic drop in the 

equipartition rate as .the plasma becomes strongly magnetized. 

These experiments also provided good data for the regime of intermediate 

magnetization (re .. - b ), where there was no theory. Motivated by this, my collaborators 

(T.M. O'Neil, M.N. Rosenbluth, K. Tsuruta, and S. lchimaru) and I developed a 

comprehensive theory that spans the intermediate regime (re • ... b) and connects on to 

asymptotic formulas valid in the limits of weak and strong magnetization. Also, we 

derived an improved asymptotic formula for the rate in the strong field limit. 

The comprehensive theory is based on the same Boltzmann-like collision operator 

used by O'Neil and Hjorth { 1.13). One may be surprised at the use of such an operator for 

a problem in ~lasma kinetic theory, since the operator does not include the effect ofDt;bye 

shielding. Recall that Landau introduced shielding in an ad hoc fashion when deriving the 

Fokker-Planck operator from the Boltzmann operator. However, the magnetic field 

produces a kind of dynamical shielding on a length scale that is shorter than the Debye 

length, so it is not a problem that the Boltzmann operator omits Debye shielding. 

The dynamical screening is a consequence of the adiabatic invariant discussed 

previously. For a collision in which !le• 1>>1, where 1' is the duration of the collision, 

the perpendicular kinetic energy changes by an exponentially small amount [i.e., 

6£j_ -exp(-nc.i)J. The time 1' is of order i-r.,.lv •• where r,,,·=minlr1 -r
2
j is the 

minimum separation between the two electrons during the collision. Thus, the quantity 

nc. i - nc.r ... I v. is large and the dynamical shielding is active when r,,, >re.· On energetic 
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grounds two electrons cannot get much closer than b; so the dynamical shielding is active 

for all.collisions in a plasma with ra << b. This is the reason that the equipartition rate is 

exponentially small for a strongly magnetized plasma. For weak magnetization (i.e., 

rce >> b ), there are some Rutherford-like colli.sions where the dynamical shielding is not 

active (and Ml. is large), but for all collisions with r,,, > r,. the shielding is active. 

Consequently, these latter collisions have negligible effect. Both band re• are assumed 

here to be small compared to An (b << A.0 for a weakly correlated plasma and rce << A.0 by 

hypothesis); so Debye shielding plays no role. Note that Montgomery, Joyce, and Turner 

had observed the effect of the screening in their numerical solutions of the model Rostoker 

equation, and thus proposed the rule that ~' replace AD as an upper cutoff for the Coulomb 

logarithm. 

By using the Boltzmann-like collision operator, one can obtain an integral 

expression for the equipartition rate - a four dimensional integral of ( 6.E l. )
2 

over all 

possible collisions. This reduces the problem of calculating the equipartition rate to the 

problem of calculating 6.EJ.., the change in the perpendicular kinetic energy that occurs 

during an isolated binary collision. For the case of a strongly magnetized plasma, O'Neil 

and Hjorth obtained an asymptotic expression for 6.E l. based on the smallness of re, I b. 

One can obtain an analytic expression for Ml. in the limit of large re, I b by treating the 

dynamics pe~rbatively. This is justified by the weakness of the interaction for the large 

impact parameter collisions(>> b) that make the dominant contributio~ to the equipartition 

rate. In general for arbitrary ru I b, an analytic expression for M J.. cannot be obtained for 

all important collisions. 

Even though the equations of motion for the two colliding electrons are not 

integrable, one can still numerically integrate them given the initial conditions. We 

therefore evaluate the integral expression for the equipartition rate by the Monte Carlo 

method, where points in the domain of integration (initial conditions for the binary electron 
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collision) are chosen at random. A numerical solution for 6E J. is obtained for each set of 

initial conditions. The value ·or the integral is estimated as the average value of the 

integrand over the points chosen. Using this technique, we determine the equipartition ~ate 

for values of rce I b which span the range 104 to10-4. 

These results connect onto the analytic expression in the limit of a weak magnetic 

field. They also give a numerical estimate of what the free parameter A in the expression 

s{f< , ·) 
v= 15n,v,b ln(Ar"/b. 

(1.7) 

should be. The free parameter was introduced by Montgomery, Joyce and Turner as an 

arbitrary lower impact parameter cutoff of order b; but is usually neglected by making the 

dominate approximation that ln(r,e I b) >> ln(A). The cutoff was needed to prevent a 

divergence in the integral for the equipartition rate, which arises since unperturbed orbits 

are used in the derivation of the Rostoker collision operator. Using unperturbed orbits is 

no longer a valid procedure for binary collisions with impact parameters of order b or 

smaller where the interaction between the electrons becomes strong. Such an arbitrary 

cutoff is not necessary for our numerical treatment, since the dyn3.mics naturally provides 

cutoffs at both small impact parameter and large impact parameter. The small impact 

parameter cutoff arises as a result of Coulomb repulsion and the large impact parameter 

cutoff arises as a result of dynamical shielding. 

The statistical uncertainty in the Monte Carlo detennination of v was less than 5%. 

This low uncertainty allowed us to discern a discrepancy between the asymptotic 

expression of O'Neil and Hjorth and the Monte_ Carlo values for ~e << b. A more exact 

and complicated calculation of the asymptotic fonnula by us reveals that, although the 

exponential factor of the old expression was correct, the algebraic factor needs to be 

modified [see Eq. (2.2)]. Higher order terms in the new asymptotic series for the 
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equipartition rate enter with surprisingly large coefficients; it is necessary to retain these 

higher order terms in order to obtain good agreement with tlie Monte Carlo results. 

We now have theoretical values of the equipartition rate which span the region of 

intermediate magnetization and connect on to asymptotic expressions (with no free 

parameters) in the limits of strong and weak magnetization. The theory agrees, to within 

experimental error, with the measurements of Beck, Fajans, and Malmberg (see Fig. 2.3). 

These measurements span a range of re. I b from 102 to 10-2
, where the value of v I n.v.b2 

drops from 10° to 10-4 as the magnetic field is increased. The experimental data set can be 

further enlarged by experiments conducted by Hyatt, Driscoll and Malmberg [1.14] on a 

magnetically confined pure electron plasma at room temperature. These experiments 

measured the equipartition rate for values of r,, / b from 104 to 106
• The agreement of this 

data with our calculation extends the realm of correspondence between theory and 

experiment to over eight decades in the relevant physical parameter r~ I b (see Fig. 2.3). 

We now turn our attention to the problem discussed in Ch. 3 - collisional (three:

body) recombination of an ion introduced into a cryogenic and strongly magnetized pure 

electron plasma. There are two ways in which an electron can recombine with the ion. The 

frrst is radiative recombination 

( 1.8) 

where a photon carries off the excess energy. This can be either a single step process, 

where the ion goes directly from an unbound state to the ground state with the release of a 

single photon; or a multiple step process, where the electron first becomes bound to the ion 

in an excited state and at least one subsequent spontaneous transition occurs to allow the 

atom to reach the ground state. The second is collisional (three·bcx:ly) recombination 

(1.9) 
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where a second electron canies off the excess energy. This can also be either a single step 

process with only one three-body collision; or a multiple step process, where the electron 

becomes bound to the atom in an excited state and suffers subsequent electron collisions 

:until the atom either reaches the ground state or is re-ionized. Whether collisional or 

radiative processes dominate (or whether one must consider a combination of both 

processes in a multiple step cascade) depends on the temperature and density of the plasma. 

Early research on radiative recombination in a tenuous plasma was done in the 

1930's [1.15], and extensive calculations of the recombination rate were done in the 1950's 
• 

[1.16] and are summarized by Bates and Dalgamo [1.17]. At temperatures much below a 

Rydberg, the expression for the radiative recombination rate per ion is 

(1.10) 

where c is the speed of light, and Ry is the Rydberg energy (-13 eV). The density scaling 

of R
1 

is obviously due to the fact that only one electron is involved in the fundamental 

recombination reaction. The temperature scaling is detennined by the fact that the quantum-

mechanical cross section for radiative electron capture scales inversely as the electron 

velocity squared at small electron velocity. The flux of electrons is proportional to the 

electron velocity so that the radiative recombination rate (electron capture rate) scales 

inversely as the electron thermal velocity. 

Giovanelli [l.18] in 1948 first proposed that three-body collisions increase the 

recombination rate in plasmas of moderate to high densi.ty (and we will see, in plasmas of 

low temperature). Although laboratory experiments [1.19] existed at that time which 

Confirmed Giovanelli's prediction, the connection between the theory and experiment was 

not made. It was not until new experimental results from Stellerator-B at Princeton [1.20] 

were generated in the early 1960's that the connection was made. Several people [1.21], 
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using Giovanelli's ideas, dev:eloped the theory of collisional-radiative recombination and 

used them to explain the experimental results. 

By going to the limit of high densities and low temperatures, several others [1.22] 

were able to simplify the theory to involve only three-body recombination. They found at 

low temperatures (i.e., k8T, <<Ry) that a kinetic bottleneck determines the three-body 

recqmbination rate. This bottleneck is located a few k8T, below the ionization threshold . 
and can be understood in terms of a minimum in the one-way thermal equilibrium flux. 

This flux is the product of a Boltzmann factor exp(E I k8T~), where Eis the binding energy . 
taken to be positive toward deeper binding; and the phase space factor £-3

• The product 

has a strong minimum at E "" 3k8T, which is the location of the bottleneck. From the 

existence of the bottleneck, one may deduce the following picture. As atoms are formed 

and cascade to deeper binding, only a small fraction get though the bottleneck; the rest are 

re-ionized. If an atom makes it through the bottleneck, it continues to ever deeper binding 

with only a small probability of being re-ionized. The recombination rate is the rate at 

which atoms make it though the bottleneck. 

The dynamics of the three-bcxly collisions with atoms bound in the rate determining 

states near the kinetic bottleneck may be treated classically since it is assumed that the 

plasma is of low temperature. One can estimate the recombination rate by determining the 

rate at which classical Rydberg atoms [l.23] bound with k,T, are formed via three-body 

collisions. Note that the scale length of electron-ion separations in Rydberg atoms near the 

bottleneck is b the distance of closest approach. The frequency of electron-ion collisions 

characterized by an impact parameter in this range is n. v.b2
, and the probability that 

another electron is close enough to carry off the binding energy of the atom is of order 

n.b3
• The three-body recombination rate is estimated as the product 

(l.11) 
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This rate scales as n2 because two electrons are involved in the fundamental recombination . -

reaction. The dramatic temperature scaling is caused by the bottleneck which sets the rate 

determining scale length as b which is proportional to r.-1
• 

Comparing the three-body recombination rate, Eq. (1.11), to the radiative 

recombination rate, Eq. (1.10), one finds that 

;' -102 n,(in cm·') [T.(in °K)r 
r (1.12) 

We have in mind a cryogenic pure electron plasma with a temperature of 4 °K and a 

density of 108 cm-3
, and for such a plasma one finds that the three-body recombination is a 

factor of 107 greater than radiative recombination. For the density considered, three-body 

collisions dominate the recombination whenever the temperature is much less than 300 ° K, 

room temperature. 

The work up to 1969 on collisional recombination used collision cross sections 

derived by using either a diffusive approximation (small energy exchange) or an impulse 

approximation (large energy exchange). A general analytic expression for the collisional 

cross sections cannot be obtained because the equations of motion for two electrons and an 

ion are not integrable. Mansbach and Keck [ 1.24] realized that neither one of these 

approximations is strictly valid for the collisions which contribute the most to the three

tx:>dy recombination rate. To extricate themselves from this dilemma, they numerically 

integrated the equations of motion to determine the needed cross sections by a Monte Carlo 

technique. · Using these results they were able to solve for both the three-body 

recombination rate R3 "'0. 76 n;v~bs and the steady state distribution function fu(E). 

Above the bottleneck (i.e., E < 3k8T,) they found that /,,(E) is near its thermal equilibrium 

value, but below the bottleneck (i.e., E > 3k8T,) it falls well below the value expected in 

thermal equilibrium. Both the recombination rate and the steady state distribution function 

agreed well with the results of experiment [1.20,1.19,1.25]. 
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Recent experimental access to the regime of strong magnetization in cryogenic pure 

electron plasmas leads one to think about how an ion recombines with an electron when it 

is introduced into one of these plasmas. Surprisingly, it is the antimatter analog of the 

electron-ion three-body recombination process that is of the most interest. Positron 

plasmas have already been produced [1.26], and antiprotons have been trapped and cooled 

to less than 0.1 eV [1.27]. A logical next step is to introduce antiprotons into a positron 

plasma (of the same character as the cryogenic strongly magnetized electron plasma) so that 

the antiprotons and positrons recombine [l.28]. The recombination rate is a design 

parameter for such experiments. The antihydrogen produced by the recombination would 

then be used in gravitational and spectroscopic studies [1.29]. 

Motivated by this, my collaborator (f.M. O'Neil) and I have studied how the three

body recombination process is changed in a strongly magnetized pure electron plasma 

[1.1]. We have found that the three-body recombination rate is reduced by an order of 

magnitude (R3 = 0.07 n;b5v.) when a strong magnetic field is present, since a constraint is 

imposed on the electron dynamics (the electrons cannot move freely across the field). A 

further reduction in the rate may also occur if there is a large ion velocity perpendicular to 

the field. We have also detennined the transient evolution of the distribution function from 

a depleted potential well about the ion to its steady state. 

The kinetics of three-body recombination in a strong magnetic field are still 

controlled by a bottleneck a few k8T, below the ionization energy. Since k8T, is much less 

than a Rydberg the dynamics are classical. Also, the dynamics can be treated by guiding 

center drift theory [1.30], because the cyclotron radius is much smaller than the scale length 

on which the interaction potential varies (i.e., r,,. << b). Equivalently, the cyclotron 

frequency is much larger than the next largest dynamical frequency (i.e., .Qc~ >> v. I b). 

This implies that the high-frequency cyclotron motion may be averaged out and the number 
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of degrees of freedom correspondingly reduced; the center of the cyclotron orbit (guiding 

center) moves according to guiding center drift theory. 

Jn the eriergy range of the bottleneck, a bound electron-ion pair fonn a novel atom, 

which We call a guiding center atom. The electron guiding center oscillates back and forth 

along a field line in the Coulomb well of the ion and more slowly-Ex B drifts around the 

ion (see Fig. 3.1). The frequency of oscillation back and forth along a field line is of order 

m, - ~e' I m,b' - v, I b, and the frequency of the Ex B drift motion is of order 

wE><B - ec I Bb3
• One can see that a consequence of the ordering r,, << b is the ordering 

In this discussion and in our calculations the ion is treated as stationary. This 

approximation makes sense when the electron motion is rapid compared to the ion motion. 

For example, we n:quire that v, >> Urn, where Vrn is the characteristic ion velocity parallel 

to the magnetic field. The requirements on the transverse motion are most easily stated as 

the frequency orderings: a>E:ce >> .O.,; and mExe >> V;l. I b, where Vil. is the characteristic 

ion velocity transverse to the field and .Oc; ;;;; eB I m;c is the ion cyclotron frequency. When 

the first of these two inequalities is reversed the electron and ion drift together across the 

magnetic field maintaining a constant separation. The results of our calculations should still 

apply since it does not matter to the cascade process whether the electron is Ex B drifting 

around a fixed ion at constant separation or the electron and ion are drifting together at 

constant separation. 

When the second of the two inequalities is reversed, the ion can run away from the 

electron before the electron completes an Ex B drift circuit around the ion. In this case, 

one expects a substantial reduction in the reco~bination rate. A simple dimensional 

argument suggests a rate of order R3 - n;v~ri. which is a reduction by the factor (r0 I b )5
, 

where r0 is the electron-ion separation for which the Ex B drift velocity equals the 

perpendicular ion velocity (i.e., v,l. = ec I Br0
2
). 
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We use the BBGKY hierarchy as the basis for our analysis of the collisional 

recombination kinetics [1.31]. The equations of the hierarchy contain two small 

parameters, r,,. I b << 1 and n.b3 << 1, and we analyze the equations to lowest nontrivial 

order in these parameters. The smallness of re• I b implies that the E x B drift motion that 

occurs during a collision. is negligible; recall that r,,. I b << 1 implies that ve I b >> COi;:)(s. 

Because the most important collisions are close collisions (particle separation - b) and 

because the plasma is low density (i.e., n.b3 << 1), the hierarchy can be truncated by 

neglecting three-electron collisions. The first and second equations of the hierarchy then 

form a closed set. These two equations are fonnally reduced to a master equation; but the 

transition rates in the master equation (for steps in the recombination cascade) are not 

known analytically. In general, these rates depend on the complicated collision dynamics 

of two electrons in the force field of an ion. Consequently, a rigorous analytic solution of 

the master equation is not possible. 

This situation is essentially the same as that encountered for an unmagnetized 

plasma. We present a unified and systematic treatment of three different approaches similar 

to those used to analyze collisional recombination in an unmagnetized plasma. The first 

two are approximate treattllents that yield important physical insights into the recombination 

process. These are a Fokker-Planck analysis which treats the kinetics as a diffusive 

process with a small energy exchange (lili << k8T,) during a three-body collision, and a 

variational analysis which assumes that the energy exchange is large. 

Becau,se neither approximate treatment is entirely satisfactory, we followed the 

cascade dynamics numerically by using a Monte Carlo simulation. In this simulation, 

guiding center atoms are formed and then followed through a sequence of collisions, with 

the incident electron picked at random from a Maxwellian distribution. This procedure can 

be justified fonnally as a Monte Carlo solution of the master equation L l.32]. The solution 

verifies the existence of the bottleneck and detennines the recombination rate. Jn addition, 

• 
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the time dependent behavior of the distribution function is obtained .. The result is a 

quantitative understanding of how the initially depleted potential well is filled to the steady 

state condition. 
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Chapter 2 

Collisional Equipartition Rate for a 
Magnetized Plasma 

2 .1. Abstract 

The collisional equipartition rate between the parallel and perpendicular velocity 

components is calculated for a weakly correlated electron plasma that is immersed in a 

uniform magnetic field. Here. parallel and perpendicular refer to the direction of the 

magnetic field. The rate depends on the parameter IC; (Ti I~.)/ -.fi, where 

re,= ~kaT, Im, I Qc, is the cyclotron radius and 5 = 2e2 I k8J: is twice the distance of 

closest' approach. For a strongly magnetized plasma (i.e., K >> 1), the equipartition rate is 

exponentially small ( v- exp[-5(3ni<)21
' / 6]). For a weakly magnetized plasma (i.e., 

K << 1), the rate is the same as for an unmagnetized plasma except that re, t 5 replaces 

A.D I b in the Coulomb logarithm. (It is assumed here that ~. < A.D; for ~. > A.D, the 

plasma is effectively unmagnetized.) This paper contains a numerical treatment that spans 

the intermediate regime i( - 1, and connects on to asymptotic results in the two limits 

IC<< 1 and K >> 1. Also, an improved asymptotic expression for the rate in the high field 

limit is derived. Our theoretical results are in good agreement with recent measurements of 

the equipartition rate over eight decades in K and four decades in the scaled rate v In, vli2
, 

where n, is the electron density and IT= ~2kaT, Im,. 
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2.2. Introduction 

We consider a weakly correlated pure electron plasma that is immersed in a uniform 

magnetic field B, and is characterized by an anisotropic velocity distribution (7;1 ;t T.i). 

Here, parallel (II) and perpendicular (-1) are referred to the direction of the magnetic field. 

We calculate the collisional equipartition rate between the parallel and perpendicular velocity 

components, paying particular attention to the dependence on magnetic field strength. 

Formally, the rate, v, is defined through the relation rif" I dt = v (T. - T"), where rif" I dt 

is interpreted as the rate of change of the mean perpendicular kinetic energy and (Yu -T.l) is 

assumed to be small. In general this latter assumption is necessary for df.l I dt to be linear 

in (J;,-Ti)· 

The equipartition rate does not depend on the magnetic field strength when the 

characteristic cyclotron radius 'c• = ~kBT. Im. Inc. is large compared to the Debye length 

A..0 = (k8T. I 4nn.e2
)
112

; for this case a particle orbit is nearly a straight line over the range 

of the shielded interaction. Here, ilc, = eB I m,c is the cyclotron frequency, n, is the 

electron density, and we have set T. = T,1 ,.,, T.l.. Since our purpose is to investigate the 

influence of the magnetic field on the rate, we consider only the opposite case ( 1::, < A.0 ). 

For this case, the rate can be written as 

v = n, vb' /(ii:) , (2.1) 

where v = .Jk8T~ Iµ is the thermal spread for the distribution of relative velocities, 

b = 2e2 I k8T. is twice the classical distance of closest approach, and 

iC = O.c,b IV= (b 11::,) 1-fi. is a measure of magnetic field strength. In these definitions, 

µ = m, 12 is the reduced mass, and the odd factors of 2 are introduced to match notation 

used previously [2.1]. The combination of factors n, Vli 2 is very nearly the equipartition 

• 
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rate for an unmagnetized plasma [2.2] [i.e., v= (v'21f /15)n, vb' ln(A.0 I b")J, and the 

function I (i1') accounts for all dependence on magnetic field strength. 

Previous theory [2.1-2.3] has provided asymptotic expressions for /(i1') in the two 

limits K >> 1 and K << 1. We say that the plasma is strongly magnetized when K >> 1; in 

this limit, the collisional dynamics is constrained by a many electron adiabatic invariant (the 

total cyclotron action, J = 2,im. vjl. / 20c•, and the equipartition rate is exponentially 

small (i.e., /(i1')-exp(-5(3iri1')215 /6]J [2.1]. We say that the plasma is weakly 

magnetized when K << 1; in this limit, the equipartition rate is the same as for an 

unmagnetized plasma [2.2], except that '" replaces A.0 in the Coulomb logarithm [2.3] 

[i.e., ln(A.0 I b)--> ln(r" I b)J. In our notation, this implies that /(i1')- ln(i1'). 

This paper contains a numerical calculation that spans the intermediate regime K - 1 

and matches onto asymptotic fonnulas in the two limits K >> 1 and K << 1. In Sec. 2.3, a 

Boltzmann· like collision operator is used to obtain an integral expression for the rate. This 

reduces the problem of calculating the rate to the problem of calculating M J.• the change in 

the perpendicular kinetic energy that occurs during an isolated binary collision. In general, 

an analytic expression for AE J.. cannot be obtained. In Sec. 2 .. 4, numerical solutions for 

AE l. are obtained for many initial conditions chosen at random, and the integral expression 

is evaluated by Monte Carlo techniques. 

The paper also contains a new analytic result. In Sec. 2.5, we derive an improved 

asymptotic formula for the rate in the large field limit K >> 1. A solution for Ml. is 

obtained as an asYmptotic expansion and is then substituted into the integral expression for 

the rate. After substantial algebera and some numerical integrations one obtains the large K 

asymptotic result . 

l(i1') = exp(-5(3iri1')215 
/ 6] { 

{l.83}i1'-7/IS + (20. 9)i1'-l 1/IS + (0. 347)i1'-l3/IS} 

+ (87.8)i1'-IS/IS + ( 6.68)i1'-l7/IS + 0( i('-l9/IS) 
(2.2) 
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The exponential.is the same as was obtained previously [2.1], but the algebraic factor in 

curly brackets is different and is more accurate. Note that the second and fourth terms enter 

with surprisingly large numerical coefficients; it is necessary to retain these higher order 

terms to obtain good agreement with the numerical results. 

In recent experiments [2.4] with magnetically confined plasmas, the equipartition 

rate was measured over a wide range in magnetic field strength and temperature, 

corresponding to a range of "f values from K; 10-2 to I(:::: 102
• Our theoretical results 

agree with the experimental results to within the estimated experimental error over this 

whole range of K. In fact, it was the existence of the experimental results for intermediate 

field strength i:-1 that motivated the theory. In addition, a previous experiment [2.5] 

measured the equipartition rate over a range of K: values from i(:: 10~ to iC:: 3x10-s. An 

extrapolation of the numerical results based on the theory of Ref. 2.3 agrees well with these 

additional experimental results. 

2. 3. Integral Expression for the Equipartition Rate 

In this section, a Boltzmann-like collision operator [2.1,2.6] is used to obtain an 

integral expression for the equipartition rate. The reader may be surprised at the use of 

such an operator for a problem in plasma kinetic theory, since the operator does not include 

the effect ofDebye shielding. Recall that Landau introduced shielding in an ad /we fashion 

when deriving the Fokker-Planck operator from the Boltzmann operator'[2.7]. However, 

the magnetic field produces a kind of dynamical shielding on a length scale that is shorter 

than the Debye length, so it is not a problem that the Boltzmann operator omits Debye 

shielding. 

The dynamical screening is a consequence of the adiabatic invariant discussed in 

Ref. 2.1. For a collision in which !l,, r >>I, where r is the duration of the collision, the 
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perpendicular kinetic energy changes by an exponentially small amount [i.e., 

Mi. - exp(-n" -r)]. The time f is of order f- r.., / v, where r.., = minlr1 - r21 is the 

minimum separation between the two electrons during the collision and v is a characteristic 

relative velocity. Thus. the quantity !le, -r- Oc.r ... I u is large and the dynamical shielding 

is active when r,,. > ~ •. On energetic grounds two electrons cannot get much closer than b; 

so the dynamical shielding is active for all collisions in a plasma with ;r >> 1 (i.e., 

b >>re.). This is the reason that the equipartition rate is exponentially small for such a 

plasma. Also, one can see that the most effective collisions in producing equipartition for 

such a plasma are close collisions (i.e., r,,. - 5). Now let us turn our attention to the 

regime where 'f < 1 (i.e., re,> li). Here, there are some collisions where the dynamical 

shielding is not active (and 6£ i. is large), but for all collisions with rm >re, the shielding is 

active. Consequently, these latter collisions have negligible effect. Both b and r.:~ are 

assumed here to be small compared to A0 (b << A0 for a weakly correlated plasma and 

r" < A.0 by hypothesis); so Debye shielding plays a negligible role. 

Another way to look at this is to realize that the Rostoker collision operator [2.8] 

(the analog of the Lenard-Belescu operator [2.9] for a magnetized plasma) provides a 

correct description for the large impact parameter collisions where Debye shielding is most 

important. Debye shielding enters this equation through the plasma dielectric function. By 

using the fact that r.,. << A0 , one can argue that the dielectric function is unity with a 

correction of order (re, I A0 )
2

• We replace thC dielectric function with unity in our analysis 

and thereby neglect the small effect of Debye shielding. 

The Boltzmann-like operator can be written as 

(2.3) 

where f(v,1) is the electron velocity distribution and z is the direction of the magnetic field 

[2.1]. To understand the notation used, it is useful to imagine that a coordinate system is 
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established on electron 1 and that planes are defined at z = ±I, where l is much larger than 

the maximum of b and ':: .. · A collision is considered to begin when electron 2 passes into 

the region between the planes and to end when it passes out of the region. In ,the usual 

manner, the velocities (v~,v;) evolve into (v1,v2 ) during a collision. The quantity 

p = IZ x ( r2 - r1 )j is the transverse separation between the electrons at the beginning of a 

collision; one can think of p as a kind of impact parameter and of J 2np dp as an integral 

over the impact parameter (or scattering cross section). The factor IZ•(v, -v2 )! is 

necessary to give the flux of electrons 2 incident on either one of the planes. Because of 

the magnetic field, electron 2 can interact with electron 1 only by first passing through one 

of the planes. Also, the dynamical shielding will provide a natural cutoff on the integral 

over p. 

The rate of change of the mean perpendicular kinetic energy is given by 

<II' m v' °" -' ; Jdv --L.J.!.. _v; (v ,t) 
dt 1 2a1 1 

(2.4) 

Using Eq. (2.3) to evaluate df I dt yields the expression 

where the distributions in the bracket are assumed to be of the form 

( )
112( ) [ 2 2 ] !( ) - m, m, m,11, m,v, v exp------

2trk8Tn 2trk8Ti. 27c8 '.1;1 2k8 TJ. (2.6) 

By using detailed balance, Eq. (2.5) can be rewritten as 

where 

(2.8) 

• 
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is the change in the perpendicular kinetic energy that occurs during a collision. 

lt is useful to change variables from (v1, v2 ) to (V, v), where V = (v1 +v2)/2 is 

the center of mass velocity and v = ( v2 - v1) is the relative velocity. First let us note that 

the binary dynamics separates under this change of variables. The equations of motion for 

the two interacting electrons are 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

:SY adding and subtracting these two equations, we obtain separate equations for the center 

of mass motion and for the relative motion 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

Here, r := r2 - r1 is the relative position vector and µ = m. / 2 is the reduced mass. The 

center of mass motion is simply motion in a uniform B field, so it follows trivially that 

jV{j = jV.LI and IVi(j = JV11 I. The solution for the relative motion is not trivial, but 

consetvation of energy guarantees that µv'2 I 2 = µv2 I 2. From these relations and the 

relations 

v' ' µv 2 2µV' E = _m_. _>_.i + me t>2l. = __ L + __ L 
L- 2 2 2 2 (2.13a) 

2 2 2 2 v.2 E =me viii+ meV211 = µ~, +....E....!... 
" 2 2 2 2 (2.13b) 

it follows that 
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(2.14) 

By carrying out the change of variables and by using the relation dv 1 dv 2 = dV dv 

as well as Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14), Eq .. (2.7) can be rewritten in the fonn 

-' = --'-f 2irp dpf dv Ju,J t. -' /,( u11 , u,) rII' n - (µu') 
dt 4 0 2 

x{exp[(-
1 __ l )t.(µui)]-l} 

k8Ti. k87;i 2 
(2.15) 

where the integral over V has been carried out and 

(2.16) 

is the distribution of relative velocities. Finally. to frrst order in the small quantity (Tn -Ti.) 

we obtain the rate equation tffJ. / dt = v (7;1 -Ti.), where the rate vis given by the integral 

expression 

(2.17) 

In this expression, one may set Tu = Ti. = r •. 

2.4. Numerical Calculation of the Equipartition 
Rate 

Eq. (2.17) reduces the problem of calculating the equipartition rate to the problem 

of solving Eq. (2.12) for t.(µui /2). In general this equation has only two constants of 

the motion, the energy and the canonical angular momentum, so an analytic solution is not 

possible. In this section, Eq. (2.12) is solved numerically for many initial conditions 

chosen at random, and the integral in Eq. (2.17) is evaluated by Monte Carlo techniques. 

• 



In tenns of the scaled variables 

U=V/V , 'll=rfb s=t(ii!b) 

Equation (2.12) tal<es the form 

du_,111 
-+K'uxz=--3 
ds 2 1111 

' 

where u = "'1 / ds, and Eq. (2.17) takes the form v = n, vb' I(ii'), where 

.. 00 ... 2A" _,.,,2 . 

!(ii')= "f 1J, d1J,f u, du, f du,, f dl/f / '"' lu,,[ [ t.(ui 12)]' 
2 o o -- o 2K 

We evaluate this integral with two completely separate Monte Carlo calculations. 

The first of these starts with the transformation (2.10,2.11] 

(u,,,u,, l/f, 7J,)-> (x"x,.x,.x,) 
' 

where 

1"' 00 - 2JI' 

x, (u,,) = -J du,,f d1J,f du, J dl/f W(u,,,u,, l/f, 7J,) 
Aio o o o , 

1 'IJ. .. lir 

x,(u,, 7JJ = -f d1J,f du, f dl/f W(u,,,u,, l/f, 7J,) 
~ 0 0 0 • 

I "/ " x,(u,,. 1J,,u,) = -i du, f dl/f W(u,,u,, l/f, 7J,) 
A, 0 0 

' 
. 1 , 

x,(u,,. 1),,u,, vr) =A f dl/f W(u,,,u,, l/f, 7J,) 
• ' 0 

' 
and 

- - .. 211' 

A, = f du,,f d1J,f du, J dl/f w(u,,,u,, vr. 7J,) 
0 0 0 0 

25 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21a) 

(2.2lb) 

(2.21c) 

(2.2ld) 

(2.22a) 
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.. - 23" 

A,(u,,)= f drJif dui J dl/f W(u,,.ui, l/f• rii) 
0 0 0 (2.22b) 

- 2< 

A,(u,,, 'Ii)= f dui f dl/f W(u,,,ui, l/f• 'Ii) 
0 0 (2.22c) 

,. 
A,(u,,, 7Ji,ui) = f dl/f W(u,,,ui, l/f• 7JJ 

0 (2.22d) 

One can easily show that the Jacobian for this transformation is given by 

ii(x,,x,.x,.x,) _ W(u,1,Ui, l/f, 'Ii) 
ii(u,,,ui, l/f• 'Ii) - A, (2.23) 

so Eq. (2.20) takes the form 

/(ii:)= "~.J;rJt1xJt1x,f t1x,Jdx, ("i7Jie-•'12 )[t.(ui/2)]' 
2 'lro o o o WUi1•U.i,l/f•1l.l. (2.24) 

If we choose 

W(u,,,ui, l/f• 'Ii)- u,,ui 1Ji e-•' 12 [ t.(ui I 2)]' 
• (2.25) 

the integrand in Eq. (2.24) is reasonably uniform over the whole domain of integration, 

and an efficient Monte Carlo evaluation of the integral can then be obtained by choosing N 

sample points P; = (x1,x2 ,x3,x4 ); at random in the domain of integration. The value of the 

integral is given by 

(2.26) 

where N is large enough that the average has converged, that is, that fluctuations in the 

average as N is increased are negligible. 

The choice for Wrequires some knowledge of L\(ui 12), but this knowledge need 

not be detailed. A good choice for Wis one that captures the main features of expression 

(2.25), but is still simple enough that the integral~ in transformation (2.21) can be carried 

.. 
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out analytically. This provides for a reasonably rapid convergence and an efficient 

algorithm for choosing sample points. For the parameter regime K > l, we use an 

expression for 6.(u~ 12) that is based on the large K asymptotic analysis of Sec. 2.5, and 

for the parameter regime K < 1 we use an expression for 6.(u~ I 2) that is based on 

integration along unperturbed orbits. 

For a given set of random numbers (x1,x2,x3,x4 )i the corresponding variables 

( llii• u .L, 1Jl., 1jl ); specify the state of an incident electron when it first crosses one of the two 

planes at f111 = ±1 ! b. Starting from this initial condition, orbit equation (2.19) is integrated 

forward using a Bulisch-Stoer algorithm (2.11] until the electron again crosses one of the 

two planes, and 6.( u~ I 2) is calculated. The distance I must be chosen to be large enough 

that further increase in l does not significantly change the numerical result for the rate. 

Over most of the range in ';(,this simply means that l must be many times larger than'the 

maximum of b and re~· However, the orbit integration is particularly time consuming in 

the limit of large K; the cyclotron frequency is much larger than the frequency 

characterizing the duration of a collision, and the quantity to be calculated, A(uf I 2), is 

exponentially small. Consequently, special care must be taken in this limit. The adiabatic 

invariant is given by an asymptotic series, the frrst term of which is uf [2.12]. The higher 

order terms are all zero at 7711 = ±00, so Auf is the change in the invariant when 7711 varies 

from +oo to -oo. However, at 11n::;; ±l f b, the higher order terms are not zero. We 

assume that the adiabatic invariant (full asymptotic series) does not change significantly 

when 7711 varies from +oo to l I b and then again when 7711 varies from -1 I b to -oo. The 

change in ui_ as 7}11 varies from +oo to -co (i.e., Aui_) is then given by the change in the 

adiabatic invariant (full asymptotic series) as 7711 varies from l I b to -11 Fi. This latter 

quantity must be calculated numerically. In practice, only one higher order term is 

necessary to give the required accuracy. 
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Also, the value of "ii at 7111 =I I 5 must be related to th~ value of u,
1 

at 17
11 
= oo. 

Here, one can approximate u~ as constant and use conservation of energy to write 

2 '( -) 2 "11(-)-11, /lb ~ ~ 2 
1)~ +(lib) (2.27) 

This correction becomes important at large values of IC because ~(u~ 12) depends 

exponentially on Ui1(oo). The Monte Carlo calculated values of 1(1<) were found to be 

independent of reasonable changes in both the functional form of W and the parameters 

used in the integration of Eq. (2.19) (e.g., accuracy of the integration and the location of 

the plane at l I b). 

The integral expression for the rate was evaluated independently with a second 

Monte Carlo method. In this method a sample point is chosen by the rejection method 

(2.11], which allows the treatment of more realistic and complicated weighting functions, 

but is somewhat slower (particularly when the weighting function is peaked). Also, the 

orbit equation is solved with a fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm [2.1 l]. The results for 

the two methods are the same to within expected statistical error for the IC values where 

both methods were applied. 

Table 2.1 lists values for /(iC) pbtained with the integral transform method for iC 

values ranging from 10-4 to 104
• The values-of /(iC) obtained by use of the rejection 

method are shown in Table 2.2. This data covers iC values from 10° to 103• In Fig. 2.1 . 
both sets of data are plotted versus IC and are compared to aSymptotic formulas for IC>> 1 

and K << 1. The solid curve is the large iC asymptotic formula given in Eq. (2.2), and the 

dashed curve is the small iC formula -(..fiii I 15)ln(CiC) originally proposed by 

Montgomery, Joyce, and Turner [2.3]. Here, C is a constant which we determine 

numerically to be C = 0.333(65). 

Some words of explanation concerning the logarithmic dependence for small K 

may be useful. For collisions characterized by b < r.,. < 'c•' where r.,.:;: minlr1 - r2 1 is the 
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minimum separation between the particles, the change in perpendicular energy ~( ui I 2) 

can be calculated by integration along unperturbed orbits, an4 the unperturbed orbits are 

nearly straight lines. Under this circumstance the distance ''" is very nearly_ the impact 

parameter as defined for a collision in an unmagnetized plasma. The contribution of these 

collisions to the integral expression for I(K') is ( .,/2i ns)J dr. Ir., which is 

logarithmically divergent. In our numerical treatment the divergence is cut off at the upper 

end (i.e., r. - "·) by dynamical shielding and at the lower end (i.e., r. - ii) by the 

repulsion of like charges. At the lower end, integration along unperturbed orbits breaks 

down. The previous work [2.3] is based on integration along unperturbed orbits taking 

into account the magnetic field, so the upper cutoff arises naturally but the lower cutoff 

must be imposed in an ad hoc manner. The imposition of either cutoff in an ad hoc manner 

introduces an uncertainty in the argument of the logarithm, that is, the factor C is not 

determined. In our numerical treatment, the dynamics automatically provides both cutoffs, 

so the constant C is determined. The value C = 0.333(65) is obtained by matching 

-( v'21f /l5)ln(CK') to the numerical results for K',; 10-2
• This fit curve is then found to 

agree with the Monte Carlo results to within statistical error over an even larger range, 

K :S 1. 

The numerical results match onto both asymptotic results quite well. From Fig. 

2.1, one can see that the numerical results track the logarithmic dependence for K << 1 and 

fall off exponentially in accord with the asymptotic formula for K >> 1. To make a more 

-detailed comparison of the numerical results and the large K asymptotic formula, we factor 

out the exponential dependence and plot l(K') exp( 5(3iri')31
' I 6] versus K'. In Fig. 2.2, 

the points are numerical results, the solid curve is the new asymptotic formula given in Eq. 

(2.2), and the dashed curve is the previous asymptotic formula [2.l]. One can see that the 

new formula is in much better agreement with the numerical results. 
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Figure 2.3 shows a comparison of our numerical results to measured values of the 

equipartition rate. The solid curve is an interpolation of the Monte Carlo values for /(i'), 

and the dashed curve is an extrapolation using the asymptotic formula 

/(IC); -(-J2ii /15}ln[(0.333)1C]. The points are experimental values for v In, vii', which 

according to theory should equal J(K'). The squares, crosses, and diamonds are results 

obtained by Beck, Fajans, and Malmberg [2.4] on a magnetically confined pure electron 

plasma that is cooled to the cryogenic temperature range by cyclotron radiation. The rate 

was measured for three magnetic field strengths (30 kG, 40 kG, and 60 kG corresponding 

to the squares, crosses, and diamonds respectively) and for a series of temperatures 

ranging from 30 K to 104 K; this corresponds to a range of j( values from 10-2 to 102
• 

The electron density was near ne = 8x10' I cm3
• There is quite good overall agreement 

between the theory and the experiment; the discrepancy between the measured values and 

the theory at large i( may be due to a 30% systematic error in the temperature 

measurement. Such an error is large enough to account for the discrepancy and would not 

be unreasonable for the. diagnostic procedure used. Finally, the circles are results obtained 

by Hyatt, Driscoll, and Malmberg [2.5] from a closely related set of experiments also done 

with a magnetically confined pure electron plasma, but in an apparatus that is at room 

temperature with a magnetic field of 280 G. The full data set, enlarged by the room 

temperature experimental data, allows us to compare theory and experiment over a range of 

eight decades in 1(. 

2.5. Asymptotic Expression for the Equipartition 
Rate in the Limit K" >> 1 

In this section, we obtain the improved asymptotic formula for l("iC) in the large 1( 

limit that was written down in Eq. (2.2). As was mentioned earlier, the exponential 
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dependence is the same as was obtained previously [2.1], but the algebraic factor is 

different and more aCcurate; it is correct to higher order as an asymptotic expansion based 

on the smallness of l / iC. The second and fourth tc;:nns in the expansion enter with 

surprisingly large numerical coefficients, and the first tenn does not dominate until 

K' > 105
, whiCh is beyond the largest value of if considered in the numerical calculations. 

It is necessary to retain the higher order tenns to get good agreement with the numerical 

results. We believe that the numerical coefficients in the expansion are reasonably accurate, 

but further refinement of the calculation would lead to some modification of these 

coefficients. 

The first step is to obtain a more accurate asymptotic result for the energy exchange 

/J.EJ... To this end we rewrite Eq. (2.12) for the relative motion in Hamiltonian form by 

using 

. ( - µn" r')' 
·. . - PB 2 P? p; e2 

H(r,p,,z,p,.8,p,)- 2 +-+-+-,,F""'-
2µr 2µ 2µ vr2 +z2 

(2.28) 

where (r, 8, z) are cylindrical coordinates and (p,,p8 ,p,) are the conjugate moment'a. Since 

8 is cyclic, p8 is a constant of the motion. We can reduce the degrees of freedom to two 

and write the Hamiltonian as 

where 

2 2 

H(r,p,;z,p,) = }!,__ +}!,__ + V(r,z) 
2µ 2µ 

• 

· µn' ( · r.') e' V(r,z)=--c~ ,2_z,02+~ +~.;...-
8 r .Jr'+z' 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

and r0 = ~2p8 / (µnc#). It is useful to approximate V(r,z) as a harmonic potential in rat 

constant z by Taylor expanding; this gives 
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µ n'(z) 2 
V(r,z) ~ V,(z)+ 

2 
[r-r,(z)] ' 

(2.31) 

where 

- -o avl 
iJr r=r, 

v,(z) = v[r,(z),z l 

and 

As z goes to infinity Q{z) approaches Q" and r,(z) approaches r0 • One can identify r, (z) 

as the guiding center, V, ( z) as the potential at the guiding center and Q( z) as the effective 

cyclotron frequency. 

We have neglected terms in the Taylor expansion of V(r,z) that are of higher than 

quadratic order in (r- r, ). It is found in the appendix that the cubic term in the Taylor 

expansion contributes to tenns of order ;c-11115
• These terms are not significant when the 

asymptotic expression is compared to the numerical results. 

It is useful to change independent variables from l to z. This is effected by using 

Hamilton's principle [2.13] 

''[ d d ] "[ d d ] 0 = o J p, Jr+ p, d; - H dt = o J p, ;, + p, d; - H dz 
~ ~ (2.32) 

One can identify the new Hamiltonian as 

H'(r,p,;z) = -p, = + 2µ{H - V,(z)- µQ'(z) [r- r,(z)]' - p~} 
2 2µ 

' 
(2.33) 

where (r,pr) and (t,-H) are canonically conjugate coordinates and momenta. Since there 

is no explicit t-dependence in H', the momentum His a constant of the motion. 

By using the generating function 

• 



S(P,r;z); f µD.~ ~P-(r'-r,)2dr' 
r'=r µ . . 

we in~uce the action angle variables 

p' 
H-V --• 

I ' 2µ p;_Ip dr;--,:=---~ 
2n'! ' n 

and 
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(2.34) 

(2.35a) 

(2.35b) 

and obtain the new Hamiltonian H" = -p1 +as I dzl,,,. The generating function can be 

rewritten as 

(2.36) 

so the needed panial de!ivative is given by 

asl ; 2Pcos'"' a"'I 
dz,.p az,p . ' . ' 

(2.37) 

where al/f/azl,,,cosl/f is easily evaluated from sin'l';..jµD./2P(r-r,). The new 

Hamiltonian is then 

H"(P, l/f;z); + l2µ(H - V, -D.P)-..j2µD.P dr, cos l/f + p sin21/f d(lnD.) 
'I dz 2 dz (2.38) 

We need to solve Hamilton's equations 

(2.39a) 

d•u _ µD. ~"" dr , d(lnD.) 
_T ;+ - _,.._·=cosl/f+{l/2)sm21/f·~-,--~ 
dz ~2µ(H-V,-D.P) 2P dz dz 

(2.39b) 

in order to obtain the energy exchange M J.. = n,.flP, and to this end we introduce a 

penurbative expansion 
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P= p(O) +P(I) +··· 

and 

The expansion parameter is r. / z, where r.3 = mc2 I 8 2 = r,,!b. During the collision, the 

expansion parameter gets no larger than r. I b -( t.Ji10 I nceb)2
'

3
<<1. However, we will 

deform the z-contour used to evaluate M J. from the true trajectory to one which encircles 

the branch point of the integrand. On the deformed contour, r. / z will be of order unity. 

Although the contribution of higher order Af'<il will not be algebraically smaller, they will 

be numerically smaller. We refer one to the appendix where we show that 

M'u' - 11 [(2 / 3)(j-1)]!. 

Turning our attention to finding the equations for p<il and l/ICil, we first note that 

dr, I dz and d!l I dz are both of fourth order in the expansion parameter. This implies, in 

conjunction with Eqs. (2.39), that dP'n I dz= 0 and dl/fu> I dz= 0 if j ;< 0,4,8,.... In 

addition one can see that d.P<0
l I (iz = 0, 

and 

dP'" dr d(ln n) --= -~2µill'co> -'sin 'l'<oi - p<0> cos2 'l'(o) ___,_ _ _,, 
dz dz dz, (2.40a) 

(2.40b) 

Since d.P<0
> I dz= 0, we can set pCOl =Po. the precollision value. We will want to 

integrate Eq. (2.40a) to find M'"'. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.40a) 

gives a contribution to l!J'<4> of the form of an integral of e'"
10

> times a slowly varying 

function of 'l'coi. The second term gives an integral of e21
y,cCJ times a slowly varying 

function of l/f<oJ. This is an exponentially smaller contribution to tJ.P<4l compared to the 

first term. Hence we drop the second term on the right-hand side and write 

• 
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dP(4) dr. 
--= -.J2µQP, =sin vr"' 

dz dz • (2.41a) 

and 

(2.41b) 

Since M'<0> = 0 over the course of a collision. we let AP= 6J'<4
> with an estimated 

error of order Af'''' IM'"' -2! I (14 I 3)! ~ 10-2
• Integration of Eq. (2.4lb) gives 

vr''' = vr,+a:i=p(z) (2.42) 

where I/lo is the initial gyro angle, a is the constant 

a=±f. µQdz 

.,~2µ(H-V,-OP,) 
' (2.43) 

Zr is the turning point where H = V, (Zr)+ P, il( Zr), and 

P(z)= j µil(z')dz' 

., ~2µ(H - v,(z')-n(z')P,) 
(2.44) 

Substitution of the expression for vr''' given in Eq. (2.42) into Eq. (2.4la) and integration 

along the contour shown in Fig. 2.4 gives 

where 

ti' E ~ il2 l.'.'P"' = 4P. 0 2 D cos2
( '" +a) .1 c' 0 C• TO . ' 

2 

D = J e'~i•l ~µQ(z) dr,(z) dz 
c 2 dz 

(2.45) 

(2 .. 46) 

The, character of contour integral (2.46) is what one normally encounters when 

dealing with the breaking of adiabatic invariants. (2.14] When evaluated along the curve in 

Fig. 2.4 (i.e., along the true z-trajectory), the integrand consists of a slowly varying factor 

..fQ dr, I dz times a rapid oscillating factor e"'. To evaluate such an integral; one deforms 
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the contour into the complex plane so that the rapid oscillating factor becomes exponentially 

small. This continuation is extended until a singularity of the integrand is encountered, as 

shown in Fig. 2.5. For our case, the scale length for this singularity is the larger of r. and 

r0 • One can identify these as the germaine length scales by detennining on what length 

scale the two tenns on th~ right hand side of Eq. (2.30), the expression for V(r,z), are of 

the same order of magnitude. 

In the appendix we find /J(z) as a power series expansion in ( v110 I O.c,"li)2
'
3 

and 

( U.Lo I Uuo)
2 

whose coefficients are functions of 'o I'·· Since both ~10 I nc,li << 1 and 

v .io I V110 << 1 when the integrand in Eq. (2.20) gives a significant contribution to 

I(i< >> 1); we can expand e'fJ in a power series. This series is substituted into Eq. (2.46), 

the contour integral done and the result squared to obtain !:J.2EJ.. We then substitute the 

power series for 6.2£.1 into Eq. (2.20) and do the integrals to obtain the asymptotic 

expression shown in Eq. (2.2). 

2.6. APPENDIX: Evaluation of the Integrals in 
the Asymptotic Expression for I( JC) 

To evaluate the expression for l1E J. found in Eq. (2.45), it is convenient to 

introduce the variables '= ( VJ.o I v110 )
2

, ( )
3/2 r= rofr. ' and 

t = ( z Ir.); where q1 = 2e2 I µVi~o and r.3 = 2µc 2 I 8 2
• We also define the functions 

!( y;i) = r, 
r, 

' 
(2.Al) 

(2.A2) 

• 
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(2.A3) 

and 

-( r. -)- g( r;t) 
g y,_.t = I+,[l-h112(r;l)J. 

(2.A4) 

The functions can all be expressed as convergent power series in t = 1 / t for 

t >> max(t, y2
'
3
). Equation (2.46) can now be rewritten as 

(2.AS) 

where 

(2.A6) 

g(y.C;tr) =er,. and the contour C is shown in Fig. 2.Al. 

Let us frrst work on the evaluation of integral in the definition of i/3. Make the 

change of variable from t to s defined by 

(2.A7) 

The function g• is defined to be the inverse of g, that is, 

(2.A8) 

is equivalent to 

I= s g"(y,,;s) 
• (2.A9) 

where S = EI s. Since we can expand g in a convergent power series in t, we can do a 

series inversion to find the power series for g•. This allows us to write Eq. (2.A6) in the 

form 
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(2.AJO) 

ifJ=-e-"' J 1+c{1-h"'[r;s,((r.C;s)]} 

•=• [-'( r--)J-'{-'( r.-) .ag'(y,(;s)} s"'ds x g y,,,s g y,,,s +s _ ,,---o 
dS vl-s 

' 

[ ]

1/2 
h[r;sf(r.C:s)] 

where 0 = erg-'(y,(;i). The part of the integrand written as a function of S can be 

expanded into a power series in S with the expansion coefficients a,,( y, (). Substituting 

this power series into Eq. (2.AlO) and exchanging the summation and integration gives us 

.. 1 1/2-"ds 

i{J = -e-"'~a.(r.C) e" .L '-n-s 
(2.Al 1) 

The integral can be done by changing the variable of integration to u = (1- s) I ( 1-8) and 

applying the integral representation of the hypergeometric function [2.15] 

I 

,f\(a,b;c;z)= r(c) fs'-' (1-s)'_,_, (1-zsr' ds 
r(b)r(c-b)

0 
' (2.Al2) 

leaving us with 

ifJ = -e-"' fa.( r.C) e' 2 (1- 8)112 ,!\(-.!. + n)).;1- 8) 
... 2 22 (2.A13) 

Application of the linear transformation fonnula [2.15] 

.. _ r(c)f(c-a-b) . . 
21\(a,b,c,z)- ( ) 21\(a,b,a+b-c+l,l-z) r c-a r(c-b) 

(1 ),_,_,r(c)r(a+b-c) F.( b· b 
1
.
1 

) + -z c-ac- c-a- + -z 
f(a)f(b) 2 

I ' ' ' (2.Al4) 

and use of the fact that a0 = 1 and "1 = 0 yields 

i{J=-"'"-~a (rY)e•-"'8312-"(1-8)112 2 F.(2-nl·~-n·8) 2 £.. 11 '~ 2 -3 z I ''2 ' 
.. o n , (2.AJ5) 

where 1( = e-312
• Expanding (1- 0)

112 
2F; ( 2 - n, 1;~ - n;O) in a power series in 0 and 

substituting 0 = etg-1 gives 

.. 



where 

i/3 = - "/( - f.i:'1"'12 f.a.( r.() b., I" (g(y,(;i)]"-'-312 
2 i=O 11=0 , 

b.,, = 2 ± (2-n),_.(-1/2). 
2n-3 •• 0 (5/2-n),_.m! 

I d ( )·-•-312 . . h th As a ast step, expan g 1n a power senes sue at 

[8'(r.C;t)y-31
' = f,c,(r.()1' 

;,,o 

and define 

-
F,(r.(;t) =-Id.(r.C)i' 

i=O 

where 

; 

d.(r.O = Ia.(r.() b., c._,_,_.(y,() 
11:0 

One can fwther reduce F.l to the fonn 
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(2.A16) 

(2.A17) 

(2.A18) 

(2.A19) 

(2.A20) 

(2.A21) 

because of the structure of d0 (y,(). The.structure was found by use of the symbolic 

algebra package Mathematica fork= 0,1,-··,4. Since we only use k = 0,1,2 terms, such a 

reduction in ~ is justified for our purposes. This gives us the final form for i/3, riamely 

- . 
;13 = - "/( - LL"' C' ,•-31•31• F.(r;t) 

2 l=O 1=0 

Now substitute i/3 into Eq. (2.A5) to get 

µn r.2 
2 

D= 2~' e-"l1(i:.C;r~ 
' 

where we have defined 

(2.A22) 

(2.A23) 
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l(e,,; r) = f exp[f ±e'''r'-"'"' F.( y;i)] h114
( y;i) df( y;i) dt 

c .l=O 1=0 dt (2.A24) 

For large values of the magnetic field, we will only need to know J where e,( << 1. 

Therefore, we can expand the exponential to give 

- . 
J(e,,;r)= LL"''' s.(r) 

.l=O 1=0 (2.A25) 

where 

B.( r) = f G.( y;i) exp[r"' F00 ( y;i)j h114 (y;I) df~;i) dt 
c I 

• (2.A26) 

and 

(2.A27a) 

a .. (r;i)=r'" F,,(r;i) 
• (2.A27b) 

( -)- 112 ( .-) I , '( .-) G,, y;t = t F,,, y,t +-t F,0 y,t 
. 2 

• (2.A27c) 

G11 (r;i) = r'" F,,(r;i) 
• (2.A27d) 

etc. This will allow us to write 

(2.A28) 

where 

Aoo(r) = B.ii(r) r' 
• (2.A29a) 

(2.A29b) 

A,,( r) = [ 2 B,.,( r) Boo( r) + B,~( r)] r' 
• (2.A29c) 

A11 ( r) = 2 B11 (r) Boo(Y) r' 
• (2.A29d) 

• 
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etc. Finally we can write the change in the perpendicular energy as 

(2.A30) 

We ·substitute this expression into Eq. (2.20) to obtain 

(2.A31)· 

Defining A" = J ~;, A.( r) and doing the r, u, and l/f integrals gives , r . 
/(ii')= -f2ii i;i,A. 2' r{I + 2) ii'_,,,, [J d1< 1<-"''""'"_., exp{-n1<- .!.( 1<)'"}] 

9 A:=Ol=O 0 2 K 

(2.A32) 

Evaluation of the K integral via t~e method of steepest descent as iC-}- oo leads us to the 

asymptotic series 

J(i')_~ e-(S/6){311'i')21J ..J2ii i±i 
K._... 9 A:=O 1=0 11=0 

A" 2' f{I + 2) r{n + l / 2) e2,[5 / 3 + (2 / 3)(k -1)] ii'-7115
-"""'"""''', (2.A33) 

where 

(J)
2 = "+.!.x213 -~(3n)2" 

x 2 6 (2.A34) 

and 

(2.A35) 

Keeping terms to order ;c-111115
, one finds that 
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2"~{/" Aoo "'-'"' + 2m:}Ji"' A,,"'_,,,., 

/(
-) (5/6X3Ki') 211 14(3n)

11
s .d. -1]/\S 2n

1 
.d --IS/IS 

IC e --} + ''IXllr +~'""ZOK 
·~- 135.../5 "5 

+ S{3tr)"' (7 • +!SA ) ir17115 + 0(11'-'"") 
135.../5 "IO II 

(2.A36) 

We have now reduced the problem to that of finding a numerical value for the Au. 

We do this by first finding the power series expansions for the functions/, h, and g to 30th 

order in i with the help of the symbolic a1gebra package Mathematica. The large number 

of terms ~ere needed to obtain accuracy in the A.u of at least one pan in IO". It is then a 

straightforward process to find power series expansions for the F"(y;i), to substitute them 

into the integral expressions for BH(Y) given in Eq. (2.A26), then to numerically evaluate 

the integrals along the contour shown in Fig. 2.A2. We choose this particular deformation 
• 

of the contour to reduce the oscillations of the factor exp(t312 F00 ( r,i}] in the integrand. We 

cannot take the contour any closer to the origin than max(l, y213
) because of singularities in 

the integrand which are manifested by the series expansions no longer converging. Once 

the y dependence of B"( y) is found by doing many numerical integrations of Eq. (2.A26), 

each for a different value of y; we obtain a graph of A.(r) by the simple algebraic 

combination of the BH( r) given in Eqs. (2.A29). The results are shown in Fig. 2.A3 

which displays all the AH( r) needed to evaluate /(11') to "'_,,,,, order. All four displayed 

~unctions have the same basic functional fonn: they peak at y-1. scale as r2 at small 

values of y. and go to zero exponentially in y at large values of y. It is now a simple 

matter to numerically integrate these functions to find Au. When the results are substituted 

into Eq. (2.A36) we are left with the asymptotic formula for /(11') shown in Eq. (2.2). 

We now tum our attention to an estimation of the error we are making by only 

calculating Af'<4 >. This is most easily seen by examining the expression for Bu( r) given in 

Eq. (2.A26). Since the A" are just integrated algebraic combinations of the BH( r). this is 

• 



• 
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sufficient to estimate the error of the A.u. We start by noting that the integral for BkJ ( y) is 

of the fonn 

B1:1(r)- f e'
11
Jt-4+.".,dt 

c (2.A37) 

where Gu(r;i)-i-"M as i ~0. The nkl can easily be found by examination of the 

expressions for Gu(r.t) given in Eqs. (2.A27). One should remen1ber that Ftl(y;i)-1, 

h( y; i) - 1, and df( y; i) I dt - i 4 as i -> 0. This will aid one in finding the values of "• 

and the form of Eq. (2.A37). The fact that df I dt - i 4 is why the M' we are calculating is 

of fourth order; remember that i = r. I z. The difference in the calculation of B1"'>(r) 

which contributes to Afl(m) is the replacement of the 4 in Eq. (2.A37) with m. We can 

easily evaluate the integral on the right-hand side ofEq. (2.A37). Doing this we find that 

B'"'( ) 1 • r - r(2m/3-2n./3+1/3) 
(2.A38) 

By using Eq. (2.A38), we can estimate that the coefficient of lf-1115 in the asymptotic 

expression for /(I<), Eq. (2.2), would be changed by about 1 % by including the higher 

order corrections to AP. The expected changes in all the coefficients are shown in the 

following expression of Eq. (2.2) 

/(I<) e'"'"'">"' ~ (1.83±1 % )l<-711
' + (20.9±10%)1<-11115 + (0.347±1 % )l<-13115 

+ (87.8 ± 40%)1<-1
"" + (6.68±10% )1<-1

"" 

(2.A39) 

The other approximation we need to examine is neglecting the terms of order 

(r- r,)3 
and higher in the Taylor expansion of V(r,z), Eq. (2.30). One can see how these 

terms will effect the final result for /(I<) by including the cubic term and repeating the 

calculation. When this is done one finds that the Hamiltonian shown as Eq. (2.35) is 

modified to be 
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H"(P;yt;z) = + l2µ(H -V, -!JP)-..j2µ!JP dr, cos l/f + p d(ln!l) sin21/f 
'I dz 2dz 

2 d'Q P'
12 (5 1 ) [ '] +- 2 .J2iiii - - -cos2 l/f cos l/f + 0 (r. I z) 

3dz !12µ!1 6 6 (2.A40) 

The second tenn on the right·hand side gives the contribution to f1P<4
l due to the quadratic 

term in the Taylor expansion of V ( r, z ). The fourth term is due to the retention of the Cubic 

term. The r~tio of the founh term to the s~cond is of order (P0 I m0.c~r.2)(t. I z). It is 

evident that the retention of cubic term will give AfJC3l '# 0. Although jj,p<
5
l will not be 

numerically smaller than Af'<4
l (the r. I z scaling just is not different enough), it will be 

smaller by the ratio ( P0 I mll"r.') - [ ( V '° / Q") I r. ]' - tt;. Including llP"' will modify 

Ati with k,l ~ 1. Hence, keeping higher order terms in the Taylor expansion will modify 

terms in the asymptotic expression for f(J() of order K'..,17115 or greater~ terms which are 

small at the large values of K of interest to us. 
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Table 2.1: Results of Monte Carlo calculation using the integral transform method. 

Statistical error in the la.st two significant figures is shown in parentheses. 

K: l(K:) 

1.00 x 104 1.753(63) x 10° 

1.00 x 10·3 1.335(44) x 10° 

1.00 x 10·2 9.26(45) x 10-1 

1.00 x 10-1 5.90(36) x 10-1 

3.33 x 10-1 3.8I(l8) x 10-1 

9.99 x 10·1 1.927(46) x 10·1 

1.25 x 10° 1.572(38) x 10·1 

2.50 x 10° 8.I7(I6) x 10" 

5.00 x 10° 3.34(20) x J0-2 

1.25 x 101 5.9I(37) x 10·3 

2.50 x 101 9.I9(38) x 104 

5.00 x 101 7.42(27) x 10" 

1.00 x 102 2.74(13) x 10·6 

2.00 x 102 2.94(11) x 10·8 

5.00 x Io' 9.48(44) x 10-12 

1.00 x HP 2.527(6I) x 10·15 

2.00 x HP 5. I6(24) x 10"0 

5.00 x HP 1.53I(57) x 10"8 

1.00 x IO" 2.90(50) x 10-37 

• 
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Table 2.2: Results of Monte Carlo calculation using the rejection method. Statistical 

error in the last two significant figures is shown in Parentheses. 

I( l(K:) 

1.00 x 10° 1.74(13) x 10·1 

1.78 x 10° L070(65) x 10·1 

3.16x JOO 6.34(47) x 10-2 

5.62 x 10° 2.90(22) x 10·2 

LOO x 101 9.54(75) x 10·3 

1.78 x 101 2. 70( 19) x 10·3 

3.16x 101 4.58(36) x 104 

5.62 x 101 4.73(36) x 10-5 

LOO x 102 2.75(16) x 10·6 

3.16 x 102 7.98(38) x 10-10 

1.00 x lo' 2.56(19) x 10·15 
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' 

Figure 2.1: Monte Carlo evaluation of the integral /(i<) defined in Eq. (2.20). The 

evaluation via the integral transfonn method is shown as diamonds (0) and via the rejection 

method is shown as crosses(+). The statistical uncertainty in the evaluation of the integral 

is approximately 5%. These results match on to the asymptotic formula of Ref. 2.3 (solid 

line) atsmall iC and onto Eq. (2.2) (dashed line) at large iC. 
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Figure 2.2: Monte Carlo evaluation of J(K) for large K. The constant in the exponential 

factor multiplying the ordinate is E = (5 / 6)(3n-)215 • The integral transform method results 

are shown as diamonds (0) and the rejection method results are shown as crosses ( + ). The 

statistical uncertainty is approximately 5% (the size of the symbols) unless otherwise 

indicated. The solid line is a plot of the new asymptotic fonnula Eq. (2.2) and the dashed 

line a plot of the previous asymptotic prediction of Ref. 2.1. 
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• 

Figure 2.3: Experimental results compared to the Monte Carlo evaluation of I(K). 

Shown are two sets of experiments. The first is the cryogenic experiment of Ref. 2.4. The 

experiment was conducted at three values of the magnetic field ( + = 30 kG, D = 40 kG, 

and 0 = 60 kG). The second is the room temperature experiment of Ref. 2.5, displayed as 

circles ( O ). The solid curve is an interpolation of the results of Table 2.1. The dashed 

curve is an extrapolation using the formula -{ ..fiii / 15)ln((0.333)i<]. 

• 
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Figure 2.4: Contour in the z-plane used to find !lE J... Here, Zr is the turning point where 

p, =0. 

' I ------
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Figure 2.S: Deformation of contour in the z-plane used to find AE l.. 
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Figure 2.Al: Contour in the t-plane used to find D. The parameter tr is of order l / e 

which is much greater than 1 for large values of the magnetic field. 

. 
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Figure 2.A2: Contour in the t·plane used in the numerical contour integration of Bkl( y). 
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Figure 2.A3: The functions Au(r) which show the r=(r, Ir.)'" dependence of Mi. 

See Eq. (2.A30) forthe exact relationship between Au( y) and 6.£". 
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Chapter 3 

Three-body Recombination • 
ID a 

Strongly Magnetized Plasma 

3 .1. Abstract 

The three-body recombination rate is calculated for an ion introduced into a 

magnetically confined. weakly correlated and cryogenic pure electron plasma. The plasma 

is strongly magnetized in the sense that the cyclotron radius for an electron 

re,= ~kBT, Im, Inc .. is small compared to the classical distance of closest approach 

b = e2 I k8T.. where T, is the electron temperature and !le, = eB I m,c is the electron~ 

cyclotron frequency. Since the recombination rate is controlled by a kinetic bottleneck a 

few k8T, below ionization, the rate may be determined by considering only the initial 

cascade through states of electron-ion pairs with separation of order b. These pairs may be 

described as guiding center atoms since the dynamics is classical and treatable with the 

guiding center drift approximation. In this paper, an ensemble of plasmas characterized 'by 

guiding center electrons and stationary ions i~ described with the BBGKY hierarchy. 

Under the assumption of weak electron correlation, the hierarchy is reduced to a master 

equation. Insight to the physics of the recombination process is obtained from the 

variational theory .of reaction rates and from an approximate Fokker-Planck analysis. The 

master equation is .solved numerically using a Monte Carlo sin1ulation, and the 

64 
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recombination rate is determined to be 0.070(10)n;v.b5 per iorl, where n, is the electron 

density and v, = ..jk,T, Im, is the thennal velocity. Also determined by the numerical 

simulation is the transient evolution of the distribution function from a depleted potential 

well about the ion to its steady state. 

3.2. Introduction 

Recent experiments have produced magnetically confined pure electron plasmas in 

thC cryogenic temperature range [3.1]. The plasmas are strongly magnetized in the sense 

that re. <<b, where '~ = v. f nc. is the electron cyclotron radius and b = e2 I kBT. is the 

classical distance of closest approach. Here ~. = ~kaT. Im. is the electron thermal speed 

and Qc• = eB I m,c is the electron cyclotron frequency. 

In this paper, we discuss the three- body recombination process [3.2) that occurs 

when an ion is introduced into one of these plasmas. Three-body recombination dominates 

since the rate for this process is very large at low temperature (i.e., R3 -T,...,,12). To 

understand this scaling, note that the important energy scale in determining the rate is k8T~ 
• 

and that this energy corresponds to an electron-ion separation of b = e2 I k8T,. The 

frequency of electron-ion collisions characterized by an impact parameter in this range is 

n~b2 v~, where n. is the electron density, and the probability that another electron is close 

enough to carry off energy k8T, is of order n.b3
• The three-body rate is given by the 

product~ -(n,b2 v,)(n,b3
), and this scales as T,_,,12

• In this discussion and in the paper as 

a whole, we assume that the plasma density is low enough that n~b3 <<1; such a plasma is 

said to be weakly correlated. One can easily check that radiative recombination, where a 

photon carries away the binding energy, is much slower than three-body recombination in 

the cryogenic temperature range considered here [3.3,3.4]. 
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The antimatter analog of the electron-ion three-body recombination process is a 

possible way of producing antihydrogen [3.3] for use in gravitational and spectroscopic 

studies [3.5]. Positron plasmas have already been produced [3.6]. and antiprotons have 

been trapped and cooled to less than 0.1 eV [3.7]. A logical next step is to introduce 

antiprotons into a positron plasma (of the same character as the cryogenic strongly 

magnetized electron plasma) so that the antiprotons and positrons recombine. The 

recombination rate is a design parameter for such experiments, and that in pan motivates 

these theoretical studies. 

For the case of zero magnetic field, the three-body recombination rate has been 

calculated previously [3.8-3.10]. However, when a strong magnetic field is present, a 

constraint is imposed on the electron dynamics (the electrons cannot move freely across the 

field), and the rate is reduced by an order of magnitude. The previous rate obtained for 

B=O is R3(B=0)=0.76(4)n;u,b' and the strong field rate obtained here is 

R,(B = ~) = 0.070(10)n;u,b'. 

As we shall discuss below, the rate is controlled by a kinetic bottleneck [3.1 OJ at a 

binding energy of a few k8T, below the ionization energy. The dynamics in this range is 

classical, since k8T, is much smaller (four orders of magnitude smaller) than the Rydberg 

energy. Also, the electron dynamics may be treated by guiding center drift theory 

[3.11,3.12], since the cyclotron radius is much smaller than the scale length on which the 

interaction potential varies (i.e., re,<< b). Equivalently, the cyclotron frequency is much 

larger than the next largest dynamical frequency (i.e .. Q" >> u, I b ). This implies that the 

high-frequency cyclotron motion may be averaged out and the number of degrees of 

freedom correspondingly reduced; the center of the cyclotron orbit (guiding center) moves 

according to guiding ceti.ter drift theory. 

In the energy range of the bot1leneck, a bound electron·ion pair fonn a novel atom, 

which we call a guiding center atom. The electron guiding center oscillates back and fonh 
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along a field line in the Coulomb well of the ion and more slowly Ex B drifts around the 

ion (see Fig. 3.1). The frequency of oscillation back and forth along a field line is of order 

co. - ~e2 
/ m.b3 

,.. v. I b, and the frequency of the Ex B drift motion is of order 

coExB - ec I Bb3
• One can see that a consequence of the ordering re. << b is the ordering 

In this discussion and in the paper as a whole the ion is treated as stationary. This 

approximation makes sense when the electron motion is rapid compared to the ion motion. 

For example, we require that v, >>vi~· where U; 11 is the characteristic ion velocity parallel 

to the magnetic field. The requirements on the transverse motion are most easily stated as 

the frequency ordering: coExB >> V;.L I b,Qa• where V;.i is the characteristic ion velocity 

transverse to the field and nci ;; eB I m;C is the ion cyclotron frequency. 

With these orderings in mind, we develop a model based on guiding center 

electrons and stationary ions. Consider an ensemble of weakly correlated and guiding 

centef electron plasmas with a single stationary ion located deep within the plasma at the 

origin of coordinates. A long way from the ion, the plasma is assumed to be in thermal 

equilibrium at density n~ and tem~rature T,. The ion produces a Coulomb potential well, 

and collisional interactions allow an electron to fall into the well, that is, to become bound 

to the ion. Between collisions with other electrons the electron-ion pair form a guiding 

center atom. As the atom undergoes a sequence of collisions, the atom may be re-ionized 

or it may cascade in energy to very deep binding. Note that in some of these collisions the 

incident electron may replace the originally bound electron. At a very deep level of binding 

there is a sink; any electron that reaches this level is fonnally removed from the vicinity of 

the ion and returned to the background plasma. The recombination rate is then the steady 

state flux of electrons into the sink. We will find that the value of this rate does not depend. 

on the exact location of the sink, provided the sink is below the kinetic bottleneck. 
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in Sec. 3.3, the BBGKY hierarchy for the ensemble is discussed [3, 13]. The 

equations of the hierarchy contain two small parameters, '::, / b << 1 and n,b3 << 1, and we 

analyze the equations to lowest nontrivial order in these parameters. The smallness of 

re• I b implies that the Ex B drift motion that occurs during a collision is negligible; recall 

that r.: .. I b << 1 implies that u, I b >> m£)(il. Because the most important collisions are 

close collisions (particle separation - b) and because the plasma is low density (i.e., 

n.b3 <<1), the hierarchy can be truncated by neglecting three-electron collisions. The first 

and second equations of the hierarchy then form a closed set. These two equations are 

formally reduced to a master equation; h11-t the transition rates in the master equation (for 

steps in the recombination cascade) are not known analyticaily. In general, these rates 

depend on the compiicated collision dynamics of two electrons in the force field of an ion. 

Consequently. a rigotous analytic solution of the master equation is not possible. 

However, two approximate treatments of the hierarchy equations yield important physical 

insights into the recombination process, so we discuss these treannentS before going on to 

a proper numericai solution of the master equation. 

The first of these treatments is discussed in Sec. 3.4, where the collisional 

dynamics is solved perturbatively and the hierarchy equations are reduced to a Fokker

Planck equation [3.14]. This approximation makes sense when the collisional cascade 

toward deeper binding takes place through many small and random steps. Each collision is 

assumed to produce a step in binding energy that is small compared to the energy scale on 

which the electron energy distribution varies. The step in energy is in fact small and the 

dynamics treatable perturbatively fot collisions characterized by sufficiently large impact 

parameter. Unfortunately, it is cleat from the Fokker-Planck coefficients that small impact 

parameter collisions make an important contribution, so the analysis in Sec. 3.4 is not the 

whole story. However, the analysis does provide an important insight. Consider a bound 

electron-ion pair and a second electron that is incident on the pair .. Suppose that the 

----------- ----------- - -
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oscillation period of the bound electron is short compared to the duration of the collision. 

In thls case, the oscillation is characterized by a good adiabatic invariant, and the collision 

changes the binding energy only by an exponentially small amount. We refer to the impact 

parameter beyond which the energy perturbation is exponentially small as the adiabatic 

cutoff. • 

In Sec. 3.5, a variational theory of the recombination rate is presented [3.15]. The 

underlying assumption for this treatment is the opposite of that for the Fokker-Planck 

treatment; the· distribution function is assumed to vary on an energy scale that is small. 

compared to a typical step size. In particular, the two-electron distribution fz(l,2) is taken 

to be of the thermal equilibrium form if electron 1 is bound less deeply than some energy 

E, and is taken to be zei;o if electron I is bound more deeply. Electron 2 is assumed to be a 

free electron that is incident on bound electron 1. The interaction of electron 2 with electron 

i produces a flux of electron 1 toward deeper binding: the one-way thermal equilibrium 

flux through the energy surface £(!) = E. This flux is shown to scale as the product of the 

Boltzmann factor exp(e) and the phase space factor £-4, where e =EI k8T, and binding 

energy is taken to be positive toward deeper binding. The flux [ .... exp(e) I e4
] has a 

strong minimum at e = 4, and this minimum is the kinetic bottleneck. The variational 

theory takes the recombination rate to be the value of this one way flux at the bottleneck. 

From the existence of the bottleneck, we may deduce the following picture. As 

atoms are formed and cascade to deeper binding, only a small fraction get through the 

bottleneck; the rest are re-ionized. If an atom makes it through the bottleneck, it continues 

to ever deeper binding with only a small probability of being re-ionized. Well above the 

bottleneck the distribution is very nearly of the thermal equilibrium form, and well below' 

the bottleneck the distribution is depleted relative to thermal equilibrium. 

This picture mot~vates the basic assumption of the variational theory, namely, that 

the distribution is of the thermal equilibrium form for£(!)< E and is zero for £(!) > E. 
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Of course, the assumption is an idealization; the actual distribution does not drop off 

discontinuously, but rather falls off gradualJy over a finite range in energy. There will now 

be fewer atoms with £(!) < E which can change to a state with £(!) > E over the course of 

a collision. In addition, the atoms bound with E(l) > E will be able to change to a state 

with £(1) < E leading to a return flux. This is panicularly a problem for large impact 

parameter collisions, where the step size is small. The flux associated with these collisions 

is diffusive in nature and is greatly overestimated by the one way flux. Another problem is 

the fact that the one-way flux is instantaneous. If an atom recrosses the sutface £(1) = E 

during the course of a collision, it will be counted too many times by the one-way flux. 

Large impact parameter collisions will again conUibute most to such recrossings. To 

rectify these problems, the variational theory imposes a cutoff at large impact parameter. 

This cutoff is introduced in an ad hoc fashion, and the value of the cutoff is not detennined 

within the context of the theory. Crude arguments from the Fokker-Planck analysis 

suggest that the cutoff should be of order b. Also, the actual one-electron distribution is 

not simply a function of energy, as is assumed in the variationaJ theory, but also depends 

on the separation between the field line through the ion and the field line through the bound 

electron. One expects such a dependence in the strong magnetic fielO case, because the 

electrons are not free to move across the field. 

Because neither the Fokker-Planck treatment nor the variationaJ treatment is entirely 

satisfactory, the cascade dynamics is followed numerically in Sec. 3.6. Guiding center 

atoms are formed and then followed through a sequence of collisions, with the incident 

electron pic_ked at random from a Maxwellian distribution. This procedure can be justified 

formally as a Monte Carlo solution of the master equation [3.16]. The solution verifies the 

existence of the bottleneck and determines the recombination rate. In addition, th.e time 

dependent behavior of the disoibution function is obtained. The result is a quantitative 
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understanding of how the initially depleted potential well is filled to the steady state 

condition. 

3. 3. Basic Equations 

In this section, we develop the BBGKY hierarcy [3.13] for the ensemble of guiding 

center plasmas described in the introduction. Anticipating that the important energy scale is 

k8Y:, we scale the lengths by b=e2 /k81'_, velocities by v, =~k8T,/m,, and time by 

b Iv~. In terms of scaled variables, Liouville's equation for the ensemble is given by 

[3.13,3.14] 

avN f avN - fa~;; avN ('")f. n,,, n D -o +,t..V· £.J + L..zxv.'f' .. •v. N-
iJr j=l I i)zj j=l i)zj iJVj b j=I I fl I 

i=O i=O (3.l) 

where DN(r1 , v,,···,rN. VN,t) is the N-electron distribution normalized to unity (i.e., 

J dr1 dv,···drN dvN DN = 1). We have used Cartesian coordinates with a uniform magnetic 

field B; Bi and the velocity in the i direction. Particle i;Q is the ion (i.e., ~ 0 ; -1 t lr·I 
, I I 

for j = 1, . •• ,N) and the remaining particles are electrons (i.e., ¢>,j = -1 I ]ri - ri] for 

i,j; l, ... ,N ). 

The s-electron function is defined as (3.13] 

V' 
l = b3' f dr,+1 dv,+1 ···dr N dvN DN 

• (3.2) 

where Vis the plasma volume. To obtain the first equation of the hierarchy, we integrate 

Eq. (3.1) over the variables for the last (N -1) electrons [i.e., take s;J in Eq. (3.2)] and 

obtain 
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df, (!) + v df, - dr/110 df, + ( r" )z x V • • V f, (1) iJt I az
1 

dz
1 

av, b l'l'lO 1 l 

=n,b'fdr2 dv2 [a1z'.' a:, -(';;)zxV,r/112 •V1]/,(l,2) 
• (3.3) 

where we have set (N -1) IV= n,. Integrating Eq. (3.1) over the variables for the last 

(N -2) electrons yields the second equation 

d['(l,2)+ t[v, ~. - d!;• o(). +(r")zxV1r/11, .. V,]f,(l,2) 
u't i=I u"£.1 uz1 uV1 b 

+[-~12 (a:, -a:, )+(r;; )z x V,r/112 • (V, -V ,)] t,(1.2) 

= n,b' J dr, dv,f [dr/lp _i!_-("· )z x V1r/ln • V ,] f,(1,2, 3) 
j=I d2; dVj b , (3.4) 

These equations involve two small parameters, re• I b << 1 and n.b3 << l, and we 

analyze the equations to lowest nontrivial order in these parameters. First, let us note that 

all terms of order (r,,e ./ b) may be dropped. All such terms in Eq. (3.4) and in the bracket 

on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.3) are compared to a term of order unity and consequently 

are negligible. This argument does not apply to the fourth term on the left-hand side of Eq. 

(3.3). We will find that the second and third term on the left combine to be of order 

neb3 << l, and it is not necessarily the case that '°' I b is smaller than n,b3
• On the other 

hand, symmetry implies that the one-.electron distribution is of the form 

f.. (1);:;: ft (z1 ,p1, V1,t), where p: = x~ + y~. so the fourth tenn vanishes identically. 

Physically, we are neglecting the Ex B drift motion that occurs during a collision; 

.recall that r.:, I b << I implies that v. I b >> a>ExB. For an electron bound to the ion, we 

are not neglecting the E x B drift motion that occurs between collisions. This motion is 

described by the fourth term on the left hand side of Eq. (3.3), and this ;term vanishes by 

symmetry. 
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On the right-hand side of Eq. (3.3), /,(1,2) is multiplied by n,b', so a zeroth-order 

solution may be used for /,(1,2). Thus, the term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.4) may 

be dropped, and a closed set of equations involving only f. (1) and /,(1,2) is obtained, that 

is, the hierarchy of equations is truncated. 

This truncation procedure is different from that typically followed in plasma kinetic 

theory [3.17]. Focusing on the long-range nature of the Coulomb interaction, one typically 

rewrites f,(1,2) and / 3(1,2.3) in terms of a Mayer cluster expansion and truncates the 

hierarchy through an expansion in the weakness of correlations, or equivalently, an 

expansion in the weakness of the long range interactions. Here, we are interested in close 

' collisions (impact parameter -b) and for such collisions the interaction strength is not weak 

(i.e., e2 I b = k8T~). We focus the analysis on these close collisions and neglect the effect 

of long range interactions; one may imagine that the functions </Jii(r; -r;) are cut off for 

panicle separation somewhat larger than b. The system is then similar to a low density 

neutral gas, that is, a gas for which the force range is small compared to the interparticle 

spacing (i.e., n,b1 <<1), and the truncation procedure used is the same as that for such a 

gas [3.13]. 

The kind of effect that is lost in this procedure is Debye shielding [3.17]. 

However, this is unimportant for the small particle separations of interest here; the shielded 

interaction is nearly identical to the bare interaction for particle separation of order b, since 

b is much smaller than the Debye length. Note that the inequality n,b' <<I implies the 

inequality b << A0 . Also lost in this procedure are the relatively low frequency 

fluctuations (i.e., (J) - (J)P = v, I A0 ) associated with the long range interactions, but one 

expects these to be unimportant because of the adiabatic invariant associated with the 

bounce motion Of a bound electron (i.e., co1 >> v, I A0 ). 

In rewriting Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4), it is useful to change variables from V; to 

ei = -[ v; I 2 + ¢;o( z;.P; )]where j = 1,2. '.fhe new variable, ei, is the binding energy of 
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electron j scaled by k8 T,_; the minus sign is introduced so that binding energy increases 

positively toward deeper binding. By making this change of variables, dropping the Ex B 

drift terms, and dropping the three-electron interaction term, Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) take the 

simple form 

{}J;(l)+v OJ;(!)=- b'Jd· du o¢12.u <¥1(1,2) 
"I I :J n~ 12 2 :J I :a 
at uz1 uz1 uE1 , (3.5) 

<¥,(1,2) ( ..!.... ..!....) 0¢12 ( ..!..___ .J....)1. 2 - 0 
0 

+ U1 J + U2 0 
/ 2(1,2) + 

0 
U1 0 

u 2 0 2(1, ) -
at z1 az2 oz1 oe1 oE2 , (3.6) 

where a I azi is to be carried out at constant ej. 

Since the right-hand side of Eq. (3.5) is of order n,b' << 1, the left-hand side of the 

equation dominates the initial evolution of J;(l). During this evolution, J;(l) becomes 

nearly independent of z,, that is, it evolves to the form 

f, (1) = Ji (pl' el't) + !,'( zl'pl'el't) 
' 

(3.7) 

where fi'/ J; - n,b3 <<1. On a longer time scale (the collisional time scale), J;(p1,e1,t) 

evolves in a manner determined by the right hand side. Substituting Eq. (3.7) into Eq. 

(3.5) and retaining terms of order n~b3 yields the result 

(3.8) 

For the energy regime e1 > 0 (the regime where electron 1 is bound to the ion), we operate 

on both sides of the equation with the integral .C. dz1 Iv, (z1 ,p1,e1 ). Since the integral is r,, 
carried out over a closed loop in phase space, the second term on the left is projected out 

and the equation reduced to the form 

T1 '!i (p1,e1) = - ! n,b'f, dz1J dr2 dv2 °!12 
/ 2(1,2) 

. ut ue1 1 uz1 
' 

(3.9) 

where t 1 = t(p1, £1) is the period of the oscillatory motion for electron 1. 
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. 
For the energy regime e1 <0, we don't have to solve for J;. This regime 

corresponds to unbound electrons that stream in from infinity and back out to infinity. By 

hypothesis the plasma is in equilibrium a long way from the ion, so J;(p1,e1) must be of 

the thermal equilibrium fonn 

(3.10) 

There is one aspect of this distribution that can be confusing. The spatial 

dependence is of the form exp[tf>10(z1,p1)]. which is what one expects for a bare ion. 

However, some of the ions have a bound electron, and the electron screens out the ion 

potential </J10 (this is short range screening, not long range Debye screening)'. The reader 

may ask why such screening is not manifest in Eq. (3.10). The point is that only a small 

fraction of the ions have a bound electron; we will verify a posteriori that the fraction is of 

order n,b3 << 1. Note in this regard that an electron that reaches the sink is declared to be 

recombined and is removed from the vicinity of the ion. The reason that only a small 

fraction of the ions have a bound electron is that the cascade time is smaller than the 

recombination time by a factor n,b3 <<1. 

There is no small parameter in Eq. (3.6), so all of the terms are of order unity (or of 

order v., I b when written in unscaled variables). In accord with Bogoliubov's ideas 

(3.13], one expects / 2(1,2) to relax to become a functional of J; (1) on the time scale v, I b. 

In the remainder of this section, we will use this functional dependence to rewrite Eq. (3.9) 

first as a Boltzmann-like equation and then as a master equation. This latter equation will 

be used as the framework for the numerical solution developed in Sec. 3.6. 

After the relaxation has occurred, the term iJ/2(1,2)/ dt in Eq. (3.6) is nonzero only 

because fi (1) varies in time. However, this latter variation is of order n,b3
, and hence is 

negligible to zeroth-order in n,b'. Dropping d/,(1,2) I dt and operating on the remaining 

terms with Ye
1 
dz1 I v1f dr2 dv2 yields the result 
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f, dz, J dr, dv,(v, ! + v,~)/,(1,2) 
1 V1 uz1 ik2 

= -f, 5 f dr, dv, a!" (v, : -v, ,a )t,(1,2) 
1 V1 uz1 ue1 oe2 

'· 
(3.11) 

where particle 1 is assumed to be bound (i.e., e, > 0). The first term in the bracket on the 

left-hand side vanishes because the integral .( dz, d/2 1 az1 is around a closed loop in r., 
phase space, and the second tenn in the bracket on the right-hand side vanishes because of 

the integration over v2 • Carrying out the integral over z2 on the left-hand side then yields 

the result 

f dz, J dru dv, v,[f,(z2 = +~)- / 2(z2 = -~)] 
e, v, 

(3.12) 

where the right-hand side is the same as the right-hand side of Eq. (3.9) (except for a factor 

of n,b3
). 

In evaluating the bracket on the left hand side, we first consider the region of phase 

space where v2 > 0. The distribution fi(z2 = -oo) describes a bound electron 1 (recall that 

e1 > 0) and an incident electron 2 before the collision has occurred. In this region of phase 

space, the electrons are uncorrelated, so we may set / 2(z2 =-~)=Ji (p"'') Ji (p,.e2). The 

distribution / 2(z2 = +oo) is evaluated in a region where electron 2 is coming from the 

collision, so electrons 1 and 2 are correlated. To evaluate the distribution in this region, we 

first note that Eq. (3.6) implies that f,(1,2) = / 2 (1',2'), where (1',2') is a phase space point 

that evolves into (1,2). Thus, we may set / 2 (z2 =~)=Ji(p,.e;)Ji(p,.e;), where 

(p1,e;,p2 ,e;) evolves into (p1,e1,p2 ,e2 ) during the collision. Again we have used the fact 

that the electrons are uncorrelated before the collision. Substituting these expressions into 

Eq. (3.12) and then substituting for the right hand side of Eq. (3.9) yields the Boltzmann

like equation [3.13) 
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aJ, (p,. e,) = n,b' ..!..f dz, J dru dv, I v,I 
iJt 'f1 e, Vi 

x[ J, (p,.e{)j,(p,.e;>-1. (p,.e,) J, (p,.e,)] , (3.13) 

where the abso1ute value sign on v2 is needed to make the integrand valid for. V 2 < 0 as 

well as V2 > 0. 

To obtain a master equation, we frrst rewrite Eq. (3.13) in the form 

if' = n,b' ..!..f, dz, J dru dv, lv2I f.(e,) f.(e,) 
ut 1'

1 
e, V1 

x [ J, (p,. e;) J, (p,. e;) _ J, (p,. e,) J, (p,. e,>] 
f.(e;) f.(e;) f.(e,) f.(e,) , (3.14) 

where f. (£,) is the thennal distribution given in Eq. (3.10) and we have used conservation 

of energy (e1 + e2 = e; +e;). In the post-collision state, particle 2 is free (i.e., e2 < 0) so 

J, (p,. £,) = f. ( £,). In the pre-collision state particle l, particle 2, or both particles 1 and 2 

are free. We choose the particle with largest binding energy, and denote its variables by 

(p',e'), that is, we define e' = max(e;,e~) and let p' be the corresponding p1 or p2 • The 

other particle is guaranteed to be free and to have a thennal distribution. Thus, Eq. (3.14) 

reduces to the form 

~=f.(e)nb'_!_! dz'Jdc dv lvlt.<e>[l,(p',e') 
i}t "' t • f1 Ye, v, 2J. 2 2 m 2 f111(e') 

(3.15) 

Let us define the forward transition rate 

where the plus indicates evolution forward in time from an initial state characterized by 

(z1,p1,e1,p2,82,e2 ). Here, electron 1 is initially bound (£1>0) and electron 2 is incident 

(Ez<O) •. 82 is measured relative to 81 (by symmetry only 82-81 matters), and z1 specifies the 

position (or phase) of bound electron l when the evolution begins .. The functions e+ and 
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P+ are the energy and radial position of the electron with the largest energy in the post

collision state. Likewise, one can defme the backward transition rate 

k_(p., e, lp,e) = n,b' _!_f dz, J p, dp, d82 dv2 lv2I J.(e,) 
1'1 1!:1 v, 

x o[e - e_ (z.,p.,e.,p,,8,,e,)] o[p - p_ (z.,p.,e.,p,,8,, e,)], (3.16b) 

where the minus indicates evolution backward in time from an initial state characterized by 

(z1,p1,e1,p2,82 ,e2 ). The functions e_ and p_ are the energy and. radial position of the 

electron with the largest energy in the pre-collision state; these quantities may be identified 

with e' and p' in Eq. (3.15). By time-reversal symmetry (reversal of all velocities), it 

follows that k_(p.,e,lp,e) = k,(p.,e,lp,e); so we may drop the plus and minus. 

In tenns of this rate, Eq. (3.15) takes the fonn 

iii, (p, e) 

di 
f dp de f.(e) k(p,elp,e) (J..(p,e) - J..(p,e)) 

f,,(e) f.(e) , (3.17a) 

where we have dropped the subscript on e1 and p1• To put this in the standard form for a 

master equation, it is useful to introduce the distribution 

W(p,e) = (n,b') [2irp ~(p,e)] J.. (p,e) , 

where (n,b') [27'p <(p, e)] is the density of states for the differential dp de. Equation 

(3.17a) then takes the form 

where 

JW(p,e) 
a1 f ao dew ( e) k( e1- e) ( W(j),e) - W(p,e)) 

p • p, p, p, w ( ) w ( ) 
tJo p,e "' p,e 

w.(p,e) = (n,b') [27'p ~(p,e)] f.(e) 

, (3.17b) 

By using time-reversal symmetry plus the Liouville theorem one obtains the statement of 

detailed balance [3.14,3.16] 
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w.<p,e) k(p,elp,e) = w.(p,e) k(p,elp,e) (3.18) 

Also, one can verify this relation by noting that it is required for Eq. (3.17b) to conserve 

particle number for an arbitrary choice of W(p,e). Substituting this relation into Eq. 

(3.17b) then yields the master equation [3.16] 

aw~,e) = f ap ae[k(p,elp,e) W(p,e)-k(p,elp,£) W(p,el] 
(3.19) 

3.4. Fokker-Planck Equation 

In this section, we focus on collisions characterized by an impact parameter that is 

somewhat larger than b and reduce Eqs. (3.6) and (3.9) to a Fokker-Planck equation. 

Consider the case where electron 1 is bound (e1>0) at a radius p1<1 and electron 2 is 

incident from infinity (t;;<O) at a relatively large radius p2 "?:,p0 >>1. Here, the cutoff at 

Pz""Pd is introduced arbitrarily; one might imagine that an opaque disk of radius p4 is 

placed in front of each ion. For this situation, Eq. (3.6) can be solved perturbatively 

through an expansion in l/p2, that is, through an expansion in the weakness of the 

interactions t/J12 and "'2.o· To simplify the analysis, we also assume that electron l is bound 

deeply enough that its oscillatory motion is simple hannonic. 

It is useful to rewrite Eq. (3.6) as (L'
0
' +L"'lt,=O, where 

a a ~ L(O) =-+ v,- + v, 
iJt iJz, dz, 

1:1 V2 , (3.20a) 

(3.20b) 

and v2 , rather than £2, is treated as an independent variable. The zeroth-order orbits 

described by Lcoi are such that electron 1 oscillates back and fonh with a constant value of 
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(I) 
e1 and electron 2 streams by with a constant value of v2 • At first glance, the operator L 

appears to be of mixed order in the expansion parameter l/p2• The quantity a¢, 2 / az1 is of 

order I/ pi; whereas, the bracket ((1¢12 / (lz2 +()¢,,,I (lz2 ) is of order I/ p~. since r/112 and 

¢20 cancel to lowest order leaving a dipole interaction. However, we will find that the two 

terms in L(I) contribute equally. The reason is that the derivative a I av2 will produce a 

factor Vz (i.e., a I avl = Vz a I aez) and this factor is effectively of order P2· 

Let us look for a solution of the form / 2 = / 2<
0
i + / 2C

1
l, where 

/ 2'
0
'(1,'2) = J; (Pi ,<1) [exp(-vi/ 2) I ffeJ. (3.21) 

This choice for / 2<
0J is determined not only by the requirement that L<0>/2c

0> = 0, but also by 

the requirement that electrons 1 and 2 are uncorrelated in zero order, and by the fact that 

electron 2 is unbound and hence distributed thermally. The first-order distribution is 

determined by the equation 

L(O)f2(l) = -L(l)h(O) 

• (3.22) 

where second-order term l(I) /
2
(1) has been neglected. The operator lcoi is the total time 

derivative taken along the zeroth-order orbits; so a solution for fz<l) is given by an integral 

over these orbits 

f(\' =+J' dt' ()¢12 v _vJJ (p < )-e -- ...fu+::hi v _e -J;(p e) 
[( )

' ~ -v~1z (a a )' -v~tz ] 

2 _.., azl 1 ae! l • I ..fiii i}zz azz 2 ..J2ii I I• 1 

. (3.23) 

The zero order orbits are given by 

z1 (t') = "1 cos[ lf/1 (t') ]. 

z,(t')= z2 + v2 (1'-1), 

lf/1 (I')= lf/1 + "'1 (I' - t), (3.24) 

where the amplitude of oscillation of particle 1 is given by ru~'2i_2 / 2 = (1 / p, - £ 1) and the 

frequency by w~ = 11 p:. This follows from the deep binding approximation for the 
' 

energy of particle I, <1 =11 p1 -[Vi2 /2 +(l / p:)zt / 2]. 
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Substituting Eq. (3.23) into Eq. (3.9) yields the Fokker-Planck equation 

<1 ~ =-:eJBf.(p1,E1)+A ~1 (p1,E1)) 
• (3.25) 

where 

• 
'"d •- • - 0

112 ( ;;n. )( a~ ) A = +n.b~ -r1 J Ji. J dr2 J dv2 J dr' e v, -"1
-
2 v1 -'-' 

0 
2 ir __ __ ""T21f <Jz

1 
<Jz

1 (3.26a) 

(3.26b) 

and the integral jdz1 I V 1 has been replaced by f 1 J:dl/f1 I 21&. To evaluate A. we 

approximate a<P,2 I azl by Zz / ( zi + Pi)312
• use the identity 

z 2" - J dk k K0 (kp) sinkz 
"0 ( 2 ')"' z +p 

and substitute the orbits in Eq. (3.24). The result is the integral expression 

e-V~f2 2 • • I 
x = K 0 (kp,) K0 (qp2 )(0im,) sm l/f1sm[m1(t -1)+ l/f1] v2n 
xsinkz2 sin[qz2 +qv2(t'-t)] 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

where a low impact parameter cutoff has been introduced at p2 =pd. Carrying out the z2, 

1J11, q, t', and k integrals in that order then yields the result 

A = +n,b3r1 ( 0im1)
2 
4,/f'ii j d~, e-•1 12 j d; ; Kg(;) 

0 2 . (4!1P.i/V2) (3.29) 

In evaluating B, one must pay attention to the fact that ¢12 and ¢ii.i cancel to lowest 

order leaving a dipole interaction. Applying identity (3.27) to 

·-_J 
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(
aip,, aip20 )_2r-dq ( . ) --:;--+--:;-- =-J, qK0 (qp1,) qz1 cosqz2 -smqz2 
OZz OZz n 0 

21-+- dq q K0 (qp2 ) sinqz2 

" 0 (3.30) 

which is accurate to order 1/ Pi· Also, using identity (3.27) to evaluate 

U</112 I az, = Z2 I ( zi + Pi)312
' substituting for the zeroth-order orbits, and evaluating the Zz, 

l/f1, q, and t' integrals in that order yields the result B=A; so Eq. (3.25) reduces to 

(3.31) 

Of course, this result would have been anticipated since the bracket on the right must 

vanish for a thennal distribution [Eq. (3. JO)]. 

What conclusions can be drawn from this simple calculation? First, we note that A 

is exponentially small for sufficiently large pd. By using the large ~ asymptotic expansion 

K0 (~) =(tr/ 2~)'" exp(-~) and evaluating the v, integral with the saddle point method, 

Eq. (3.29) reduces to the fonn 

2 
, exp[-l(2w,p,)'"] 

A=+n,b'~,("iw,)' :;. ( 2 
)' . 

v3 2w,p, (3.32) 

In terms of unscaled variables the argument of the exponential is given by 

(2ro1pd)
213 

-7 (2ro1p 4 / u~)
213 • The exponential cutoff is simply a manifestation of an 

adiabatic invariant for the oscillatory motion of electron I. This invariant is nearly 

conserved. when the interaction field is slowly varying (i.e., ro1 >> ue I p4 }. Note t.hat the 

existence of this invariant is not associated with the approximation that electron 1 is bound 

tightly ·enough that its oscillatory motion is simple hannonic. The result can be generalized 

by using action angle variables. Another conclusion follows fronl the observation that A is 

sensitive to the value of p4 when p4 is pushed down to the range p, - 1 where the 

• 
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expansion procedure fails. This means that small impact parameter collisions make a 

significant contribution and the Fokker-Planck treatment is not the whole story. 

Incidentally, the analysis can be carried out when the Ex B drift motion is retained, 

and a correction to A of order OA - (t;,. I b)
2 
A. The smallness of the correction is simply a 

verification of the fact that this motion is negligible. 

3. S. Variational Theory and the Kinetic 
Bottleneck 

The variational theory of three-body recombination [3.15] can be thought of as the 

opposite limit from the Fokker-Planck theory; the distribution function is assumed to vary 

sharply compared to a step size. Anticipating the existence of a bottleneck, the variational 

theory presumes that the distribution / 2(1,2) is zero for e1 > e and is of the thermal 

equilibrium form 

(3.33) 

for £1 < ~. Here, electron 1 is bound and electron 2 is a free electron that interacts with 

electron 1; the value of e1 is ultimately chosen to be the energy location of the bottleneck. 

The theory requires a specification of /,(1,2) on the surface e, = e, and from Eq. (3.6) one 

can see that the term v, ( aq,,, I oz, )(Of, I oe, l convects the thermal form of /, to the surface 

for vi atP12 I ikl > 0 and convects the zero value to the surface V1 atP12 I azl < 0. 

The first step is to calculate the flux of electrons through the surface e1 = e. From 

Eq. (3.9) and from the relation . 

(3.34) 

one can see that the dimensionless flux toward deeper binding through the surface e1 = e is 

given by 
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R(e) = (n,b') 2 J dru f ~1 J dr2 dv2 v, ~2 
/ 2 (1,2) 

111"'£ I I (3.35) 

Here, the distribution / 2 (1,2) is taken to be of the thermal equilibrium form for 

V. a¢12 / az, > 0 and to be zero for v1 a¢,2 / az1 < 0. In the (z1, V 1) phase space, the loop 

defined by i; = e is such that v, > 0 for the top half and v, < 0 for the bottom half. 

Consequently, v, d</>12 /dz, > 0 at any point z, for either the top or the bottom of the loop, 

and Eq. (3.35) can be rewritten as 

R(e) = (n,b')
2 

J druJ dz,J dr2 dv2 I~,' /2 

• (3.36) 

where his of the thermal equilibrium fonn and is evaluated fore,::;; e. The integral over 

z1 is over one half the loop in the direction of increasing z, (i.e., 

/-22 /-22 -ve -1jl_<z,<ve -r1.i.· 

Also, we restrict the domain of integration to the regime where e1 + £2 - </112 < e,; 

this insures that it is energetically possible for electron 1 to move from £ 1 = e to deeper 

binding and for electron 2 to escape to infinity. This restriction can be rewritten as a 

restriction on the domain of the v2 ~integration (i.e., vi / 2 + t/J12 + </>20 > 0). 

One final restriction is necessary. Large impact parameter collisions prcxluce small 

steps in the binding energy. some positive and some negative, and as we have seen, the 

evolution due to these collisions is diffusive in nature. In addition, large impact parameter 

collisions tend to have recrossings of the surface e1 = e during the course of a collision. 

The one-way thermal equilibrium flux being calculated here would greatly overestimate the 

contribution from these collisions; in fact, the contribution would diverge. For that reason, 

the integral in Eq. (3.36) is cut off for lr2 -r1 f~C/e, where C is a constant. To 

understand the scaling with e, note that lr1 lm•x 2:: l / e and that lr2 - r1 I must be less than on 

the order of lr1 lm•x for the interaction to make a substantial change in the atomic state. 

It is convenient to change variables from (rpr2 ) to (ii ,,;l/f,f2:1, (J, <p) where 
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(r, -r,) = r,,e-'(sin 9cos cp x +sin 9sin cp ji + cos9 z) 
' (3.37a) 

r1 = ;=;e-1 (sin' cos 1Jf i' +sin C sin 1Jf j' +cos{ Z') 
' (3.37b) 

and 

i' = sin8cos<p i +sin 8sin <p Y + cos8 i 
' (3.38a) 

... , . ,.. ~ 

y =-smcpx+coscpy 
' (3.38b) 

i' = cos8cos<p i+cos8sin <p Y- sin 8 i. (3.38c) 

An important point to note is that i' is directed along the (r2 - r1 ) direction; so ' is the 

angle between (r2 - r1) and r,. Rewriting Eq .. (3.36) in terms of these variables, taking 

into account the restrictions on the domain of integration, and carrying out the v2-

integration yields the result 

( )
2 e' le i" i'' i' R(e) = n.b3 
--4 d'Fzi ~~ d8 sin 8 d<p dii Fi2 

2Ke o o o o 

r· r'" lcos 01 = xJ,d,sin,J, dyt---=>e'v2nF(µ) 
r,. (3.39) 

where F(µ) = erfc{..Jmax(µ,0)) and 

( 
1 1 J µ=e --

-2 -2 -- -~'i +r21 -21jr21 cosC 'i1 . (3.40) 

The integrations over all angles except C can be carried out trivially and yield 

2e' le i' J' R(e) = (n,b') -.(Zn)"' ar,, dP, F,2 dx e' F(µ) 
E o o -1 

' (3.41) 

where x = cosC. 

The behavior of R(e) can be examined by looking at an upper bound. Using the 

inequality F(µ)e' :> 1 in Eq. (3.41) and carrying out the integrals yields 
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R(e),; ( n,b' )' C •: 2(2n)"' 
e 3 (3.42) 

The minimum value of the right-hand side is approximately (2.2)( n~b3 }2 C and is attained at 

e = 4. This strong minimum in the one-way thermal equilibrium flux is called the 

bottleneck; it is due to a competition between the Boltzmann factor e8 and the phase space 

factor e-4. The variational theory talces the value of the flux at the bottleneck to be the 

recombination rate. 

A more accurate evaluation of Eq. (3.41) can be carried out numerically. Such 

evaluations have been used to minimize R(e) for various values of C, and the results are 

shown in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. Figure 3.2 shows the location of the minimum (or bottleneck) 

e,. As one would expect from Eq. (3.42), the location of the minimum in R(e) is 

insensitive to the value of C and has the approximate value e" ""4. Figure 3.3 displaYs the 

value of the minimum flux. The bound on the minimum flux Eq. (3.42) is always greater 

than the calculated value, as we would expect. In addition, the minimum flux scales as C to 

the first power as C goes to infinity - the same as the upper bound. 

The variational theory illustrates the idea of a bottleneck and provides an order of 

magnitude estimate of the recombination rate but does not provide an accurate value of the 

rate. First, the theory has a free parameter, C, to compensate for recrossings. Although 

the Fokker-Planck analysis suggests that C is of order unity, its precise value is not known. 

Second, the bottleneck is not infinitely sharp but extends over some finite range Ile -0(1). 

At the low e end of this range, the atomic states are populated according to thermal 

equilibrium, but the flux is not predominantly one way. At the high e end, the flux is 

predominantly toward deeper binding but the atomic states are depleted relative to thermal 

equilibrium. There is no one surface where the states are populated according to thennal 

equilibrium and the flux is predominantly one way. Finally, the theory assumes that the 

surface defining the bottleneck depends only on e, rather than on e and p. Such an 
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assumption makes sense when the transitions between p values are more rapid than those 

between evalues, but this is not the case where a strong magnetic field is present. 

3. 6. Monte Carlo Simulation 

This section presents a numerical simulation of the recombination process and a 

numerical determination of the rate. The simulation traces the state of an atom through a 

sequence of collisions with electrons from the background plasma. The distribu~on of 

atomic states is assumed to be of the thermal equilibrium form down to some energy 

e,11 >0. We will choose Eu. to be substantially smaller than the bottleneck energy eb = 4 

and will find from the numerical results themselves that the thermal distribution extends 

below e,,,. To initiate the simulation, an electron in an initial state chosen at random from 

the thermal distribution for the background plaSma is allowed to collide with an atom in an 

initial state chosen at random from the thermal distribution of-atomic states (i.e., e < etJi). 

This process is repeated until an atom is formed with binding energy greater than etJi. The 

state of this atom is then followed through a sequence of collisions with electrons chosen at 

random from the thermal distribution for the background plasma. The simulation stops 

following the atomic state, when the state goes back into the thermal distribution (e < etJi) 

or reaches the sink (e > e,). We will choose e, to be substantially larger than the 

bottleneck energy (e, >> e") and will find from the numerical results themselves that it is 

very unlikely for an atom to be re-ionized once it has passed beyond the bottleneck. An 

atom that reaches the sink is declared to be recombined, and the steady state flux to the sink 

is the recombination rate. 

Formally one may think of this simulation as a Monte Carlo solution of the master 

equation, Eq. (3.19). This equation describes a Markov process [3.16) with transition 

rates k(p,elp,e). The evolution of a guiding center atom in the state (p,e) is governed by 
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the probability that the earliest change in state is at a time between t and t + dt to a state 

with energy between E and E +de and radial position between p and p + dp 

P(jj,e,t) tip de dt = k(p,<lp,e) e-'''·''' tip de dt 
' 

(3.43) 

where the .total collision rate R(p,e) is given by 

R(p,e) = f k(p,elp,e) tip de 
(3.44) 

Such an evolution, where the next step is dependent only on the ~urrent state rather than the 

past history. is what we mean by a Markov process. The Monte Carlo aspect of the 

simulation is the detennination of the time of the transition and of the final state by a 

random choice weighted according to P(j5,E,t). 

The choice of (j5,E) and tis complicated by the expression for the transition rate, 

Eq. (3.16a), which is not a simple function of p and E. It is dependent on the functions 

P+(z,p,e,p2 ,02,e2 ) and e+(z,p,e,p2,82 ,e2 ) that must be determined by numerical 

integration of the equations of motion. (Here, we have replaced z1, p 1, £ 1 by z, p, £.) 

Although it is convenient to have a simple expression for the transition rate, it suffices to 

have a numerical method of choosing (j5,E) in a manner consistent with the distribution 

k(p,elp,e). To this end, we choose the pre~collision variables in a manner dictated by the 

weighting factor in the transition rate, that is, 

P(z,p,. 82 , v2 ) dz dp2 d!J2 dv2 

p2 dp, d!J2' lvzl.t,, (e2 ) dv2 dz I v(z,p,e) 

-J dv, dp2 d!J2 p2 lv2I f,,(e2 ) f}tz I v(z,p,e). (3.45) 

With the initial conditions chosen in this manner, the equations of motion are integrated 

numerically to determine (j5 ,£), and it is an easy exercise to show that (j5, E) so chosen are 

distributed according to k(p,elp,e). 

A technical complication arises from the fact that the integrJ.l over p2 diverges in the 

nonnaliz.ation factor above and in the total collision rate 
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R(p,e)=n,b3 1 f dz fdp,p,d82 dv,lv,lf.<e,) 
<(p,e) v(z,p,e) 

' 
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(3.46) 

which is obtained by substituting Eq. (3.16) into Eq. (3.44) and carrying out the integrals 

over the delta functions. However, we know from the Fokker-Planck analysis [see Eq. 

(3.32)] that the large p2 collisions contribute an exponeritially small amount to the diffusion 

coefficient. The divergence can be removed without affecting the transport by introducing 

a cutoff for p,. We take the cutoff to be the larger of the adiabatic cutoff (i.e., the radius at 

which the product of the z-bounce frequency ro, - e-312 and the collision time tc - p I v2 is 

much greater than one) and the maximum radius at which an electron can be bound with 

energy e (i.e., p - e-1 
). The second condition is necessary so that we can make the dipole 

approximation for the interaction potential t/J12 as was done in the Fokker-Planck analysis. 

The cutoff can be stated simply as 

( ) C' ( -312 -Ii Pc e, V2 = max v1e ,e 
. ' (3.47) 

where C' is some constant. We choose C' to be large enough that the results of the Monte 

Carlo simulation are insensitive to a further increase in C'. 

We now wish to obtain a set of possible realizations for the temporal evolution of 

the state of a bound atom. To get one possible evolution we need to follow an atom 

through a sequence of collisions with electrons. The choice of initial state for the atom 

requires some explanation. Since unbound electrons stream in from infinity, where the 

plasma is specified to be in thermal equilibrium, we know that the distribution of states is 

of the thermal equilibrium form fore< 0. Also, there is rapid thennalization of the weakly 

bound states 0 < e << 1 and, in steady state, thermalization down to near the bottleneck 

energy eb ""4. For the numerical work, we assume that the distribution of atomic states is 

thermal down to some small but positive binding energy e11o (0 < e11o < eb). We choose e11o 

to be large enough that any initial state with e > elll has a reasonable probability (e.g., 
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1/400 for e11o ""1) of evolving through subsequent collisions to the sink. We consider 

transitions out of this thermal sea to deeper binding (from e < e,,, to e > ei11). The rate of 

such transitions into a state {p, E), where e > E11o, is given by 

k1 (j5,e) = f dp de k(p,elp,e) W,,(p,e) 
(3.48) 

and the total rate for transitions to any state with e > e,,. is given by 

R1 '= f ap de k1 (p,e) 
i:>r:., (3.49) 

Thus, the probability that the earliest transition occurs between 1• and ,· + dt• and is to a 

state with energy between £0 and €0 + & 0 and radial position between Po and Po+ tfi5o is 

given by 

P(p,,e,/) ap, de, di'= k
1 
(]5,,e,) ,~•,•' ap, de, dt' 

. . (3.50) 

Where the subscript 0 refers to the fact that (ji0 ,E0 ) is the initial state in the evolution. 

Rather than work with kl.('p,e) and R:i,, it is useful (for numerical reasons) toA 

introduce the inverse problem and rely on detailed balance. We will explain the reason for 

this after the method has been presented. If the states with £ > e11t were .distributed 

thennally, then the rate of transitions into some state (p,e), where e < e,,., would be given 

by 

k1(p,e) = f_ ap de k(j5,Elp,e) w.(p,e) 
t<t.., (3.51) 

Likewise, the total rate into all such states would be given by 

(3.52) 

Where 

(3.53) 

• 

, 

.. 
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From detailed balance [Eq. (3.18)], it follows that k1 (j5,e) = kr'(j5,"i!) and that R1 = R,. 

Consequently, the distribution of initial states and times can be rewritten as 

P(p,,e,,t·) = kr' (j50 ,"i!0 ) exp(-R/ ). 

We use a numerical procedure to pick (iJ0 ,£0 ) according to this distribution. First, 

define the quantity 

<l>=J. dpdek1(p,e) 
'"' 

(3.54) 

which is the sum (or integral) of the collision frequencies for all of the atoms with £
0 

> e,,, 

(the distribution of states being assumed thermal). The procedure is to choose 

(Z0 ,p0 ,E0,p2,82,e2 ) according to their contribution to <band then to integrate numerically 

through the collision to the final e = e+ (Z0 ,p0 ,£0 ,p2 , 82 ,£2 ) and p = p~(Z0 ,p0 , £0 ,p
2

, 8
2
,e

2
). 

Reject this try if e > e,,,, but retain it if e < e"'. One can show that (jj0 ,£0 ) so determined 

are distributed ~ccording to k11 (ji0 , £0 ). Also if N r is the total number of trys and Ni is the 

number retained, then as N1 becomes large R1 = (N1 I N1 ) <I>. 

Technical complications arise again from the fact that the integrals over p
2 

and 8
0 

diverge in the expression for <I> [Eq. (3.54)]. The divergence in p, can be removed by 

introducing a cutoff for p 2 ·as we did in Eq. (3.47). The divergence in 80 we remove by 

introducing a lower bound Ec such that Ec > E11a (see Fig. 3.4). This cutoff is chosen large 

enough so that the average change in E during a collision (i.e. (,1E)) is much less than 

Ec - E111 • We check that the results are insensitive to to a further increase in Ec. 

One may now ask why did we have to consider the inverse problem when an 

analogous algorithm could have been defined for the original problem. The answer is 

efficiency. Most (j50,£0 ) chosen in the inverse algorithm are close toe,,,, that is, within 

(L\E). In addition. the transitions normally lead to a smaller value for E compared to £0. 
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This implies that most transitions have e <£IA, leading to few rejections. The opposite 

would be true of a forward algorithm. Most initial (p,e) would not be within (6e) of e. 

and transitions would nonnally lead to a smaller value for £0 when compared to e. Hence 

most transitions would have £0 < Er1i, leading to many rejections. It is therefore preferable 

to use the inverse algorithm. 

Once we have the initial state {µ0 ,£0 ) we continue to follow the evolution through a 

sequence of collisions until the bound electron is re-ionized or enters the sink. The 

procedure is then repeated many times with the initial time (r·) of each evolution measured 

relative to the initial time of the previous evolution. This ensures that the flux through 

e = e1,. is given by RJ.. We refer to a sequence of Nt such evolutions as a time history for 

one member of the ensemble of plasmas. Figure 3.5 shows a graphical representation of a 

sample time history. 

There are three well-separated time scales in a time history. The smallest of these is 

the duration of a collision: ( v, I b )-1 
in unscaled variables and unity in scaled varjables. 

{Figure 3.5 is drawn as though a collision were instantaneous.) The second is the time 

between collisions: (n,b2 u, )-
1 

in unscaled variables and {n,b3
}-

1 
in scaled ~ariables. This 

is the time scale for the duration of an evolution. The third is the time for an electron to 

make a transition out of the thennal sea to a state withe> e,,,: (n?b5v,}-1 
in unscaled 

variables and {n,b3
}-

2 
in scaled variables. This is the time between evolutions. Since the 

plasma is weakly correlated (i.e., n,b3 << 1), the three time scales are ordered as 

(v,/b)-
1 

<<(n,v,b2
}-

1 
<<(n?v,b5

)-
1

• In other words, a collision is complete before 

another begins and an evolution is complete before another begins. 

Each member of the ensemble of plasmas has an associated time history, and the 

distribution function W(p,e,t) that appears in the master equation [i.e., Eq. (3.19)] can be 

constructed as an ensemble average over the time histories. 
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The boundary conditions on the integrodifferential master equation are 

W(p,e,t); w.(p,e) for e < e. and W(p,e,t); 0 for e > e,. These are enforced by the 

method by which initial states (jJ0,£0 ) are chosen and the removal of atoms which reach the 

sink. The initial condition on W(p,e,t) between e. and e, is W(p,e,t; 0); 0. This 

initial condition is built into the time history since no evolution can start before t = 0. 

By invoking the equality of the temporal average and the ensemble average, we can 

obtain steady state quantities from a single time history. For example, the steady state flux 

to the sink (the recombination rate) is given by R3 = R~ = CDNs I NT, where N, is the 

number of the initial tries which reach the sink in the course of their subsequent evolution. 

Likewise, the steady state distribution is given by 

W,,(p,e) ~ R, 1 L''; Ll0(e,;e,&) Ll0(p ;p,Llp) 
N1 Ile Llp ;; ' 

where N t I R1 is the total elapsed time in the time history, 

Ll0(x;x0,Lir); {
l, 

0, 

if X 0 :S";x:S";x0 +.1x, 

otherwise, 

and t,1 is the time spent in the j th state in the i th evolution. 

(3.55) 

Not only can steady state flow rates and distribution functions be obtained; one can 

estimate the time-dependent distribution function W(p,e,t). This needs to be examined in 

order to see how the steady state is established. The straightforward way to do this is to 

generate many time histories, that is, many realizations of the ensemble of plasmas. One 

would then count how many of these histories are in a state (p, e) at time t as an estimate of 

the distribution function. The problem is that very few realizations would be in any given 

·state at any given time; more specifically only n.b3 of the histories generated. To 

compound the problem, each time history is very expensive to generate since one must 

numerically integrate through many collisions. What we choose to do instead is to use one 

time history and manipulate it to generate a large subensemble of the ensemble of plasmas. 
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An easy way to see how this is done is to first understand that each evolution in a time 

history is independent of the other evolutions. The time at which an evOlution starts is not 

dependent on the details of that evolution or any other. This will allow us to place the Nt 

evolutions in the time history at any time between 0 and Nt I Rt with equal probability and 

to thereby generate an infinite number of realizations of the ensemble. These realizations 

are a large subensemble that gives us a good est~mate of W(p,e,t). When the average over 

this subensemble is done one finds that 

where 

{
I, 

0(x;x0 ) = O, 
if x ::;;x0, 

otherwise. 

e(fr,, ;r) 
1 .. 1 (3.56) 

The earlier statement that a temporal average is equal to an ensemble average in 

steady state can now be justified. Consider a time such that t .. >> (n6b
2 Uc )-

1
• For such a 

time e(:L;./,,; r_) =I for all i and j, so that Eq. (3.56) reduces to Eq. (3.55) [i.e., 

W(p,e,t.) = W,,(p,e)]. 

Since we now have an estimate of the time-dependent distribution function, all 

physically meaningful average quantities can be estimated along with their time 

dependence. We now present the results of a Monte Carlo simulation. The recombination 

process is simulated by generating 20,000 evolutions. The value of e,,, used is l, and the 

value of ec used is 4. The p 2 cutoff C' is 4. The following results are found to be 

insensitive to a further increase in e or C'. The value for which an atom is considered . . 

recombined e, is 20, well below the expected bottleneck at e, - 4. Only 1/400 of the 

evolutions reach &
8

• This corresponds to a numerically calculated recombination rate 

R, ~ 0.070(10)n;b'v,. 

. ' 

..- .' 

. ' 
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The existence of the bottleneck is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. This is a plot (as a 

function of e) of the fraction of the evolutions N r. I N 1 that make it to the energy e. Note , 

that almost all, 399 out of 400, of the evolutions lead to re-ionization, but all of the 

evolutions that make it past e = 10 eventually reach the sink at £
8

• This allows the 

unambigious definition of a recombined atom as one which reaches the sink. It also 

confirms that there is some energy eh between er,.= 1 and e == 10 such that if an atom is 

bound with less energy (e < eb) it is more likely.to be ionized and if it is bound with more 

energy (e > e,,) it is more likely to be recombined. The bottleneck energy eh can be 

determined from Fig. 3.6 by finding the energy for which the fraction N£ I N1 is twice its 

constant value for deep binding. This value is found to be eb ""4.9(10), which agrees with 

the expected bottleneck of e" ""4.0-4 4.5 shown in Fig. 3.2. In addition, the finite width 

of the bottleneck is evidenced by the smooth approach of Ne I Ni to its constant value at 

deep binding. If the bottleneck was infinitely sharp we would see a discontinuous jump of 

N c I Ni at eb to its value at deep binding. 

The time dependent distribution function, divided by its thennal equilibrium value 

W(p,e,t)I W"'(p,e) is shown in Fig. 3.7. For convenience we plot this function in (ep,e) 

space rather than (p,e) space. The maximum value of ep is unity, so the boundary of the 

space is rectangular. We display the distribution function for four different times 

(t n,b'v, = 0, 0.1, 1and10) as well as the time asymptotic result ( t = ~ ). The value of the 

distribution function is indicated by the shade of gray displayed on the (ep,e) plane. Black 

corresponds to thermal equilibrium and white to total depletion. We frrst concentrate on the 

steady state function Fig. 3.7(e) which remains at its thennal equilibrium value until e"" 4 

then precipitously drops off from that value. This again confinns the existence of the 

bottleneck and justifies the initial fonnation process with e"' = 1. To more dramatically 

show the bottleneck, the p-integrated time dependent distribution function 
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"' W(e,t) = J dp W(p,e,t) 
0 (3.57) 

divided by its thermal value is shown in Fig. 3.8. We display the p-integrated distribution 

function at three different times (r n.b2 v~ = 0.1.1 and 10) as well as. the time asymptotic 

result (t;:: oo ). We again focus your attention to the steady state values shown as 

diamonds. The p-integration takes the average of the full distribution function shown in 

Fig. 3.7 along a horizontal line of constant e. This allows us to display in a more 

quantitative way how quickly the distribution functiQn is depleted by many orders of 

magnitude as one moves beyond the bottleneck. 

Another interesting feature of Fig. 3.7(e) is illustrated by the average ep value 

1 1"' (ep) = dp (ep) W.(p.e) 
W.(e) o ' (3.58) 

which is plotted in Fig. 3.9. This graph shows that the value of the moment (ep) is larger 

than the value for a thermal equilibrium distribution. This has a rather simple explanation. 

First, remember that collisions that do not involve an electron exchange do not change p 

values. In (ep,e) space this corresponds to remaining on the same line through the origin, 

e ; (1 / p) ep. To change the value of p .[i.e., jump off the line, e ; ( 1 / p) ep] a collision 

involving an electron exchange must occur; but only a small fraction of the Collisions, 

( ~ 1/100) involve electron exchange. What happens is that below the bottleneck an atom 

hops along a line of constant p until an electron exchange collision occurs. Initially, the 

atom will usually be formed at a large p value. It will then have to wait for the rare 

exchange collision to be able to jump to the lines with smaller p. This causes a traffic jam 

of atoms at large p since the routes to smaller pare partially blocked. The final result is 

that the distribution function is skewed toward larger p values, and this increases the 

moment ( ep} relative to the thermal equilibrium value. 
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We now tum our attention to the time dependence of the distribution function; that 

is, to the question of how fast the steady state is established. The evolution of the 

distribution function W(p,e,t) from its initial condition to its steady state is illustrated in 

Figs. 3.7 and 3.8~ One can see a front of occupation that moves to deeper binding as time 

progresses. 

The location of the front as a function of time [i.e., e = e(t)] is shown in Fig. 3._ 10. 

It is obtained by plotting the time for which the p-integrated distribution function reaches 

one-half of its steady state value. This time is also characteristic of how long it takes a 

typical atom to cascade to a given energy e. At large time, the location of the front scales as 

-fi. This scaling can be explained by a simple argument. Assume that the rate of a 

collision of an electron with an atom Ra is proponional to the area within the cutoff radius 

R
0 

- p;, where p< is defined in Eq. (3.47). Note that for large e, p< scales as ,-i. From 

an independent numerical calculation, the average step in energy (.6.e) is found to be 

proportional toe for both electron exchange and nonexchange collisions, that is (Ae) - e. 

For energies below the bottleneck we make the fu.rther assumption that the atom must step 

in energy toward deeper binding during the course of each collision until it reaches the 

sink. To populate a certain energy level we must wait long enough for the average atom to 

reach that level, so the rate at which the front moves is detennined by 

de = R (!>£) _ ,-1 
dt 0 

• (3.59) 

which has the solution e(t) - -{/. The prediction of this simple argument is that the 

location of the front should scale as 1"i for large binding energies - a prediction the data 

·supports. 

To show the relationship between the Monte Carlo simulation and the analytic 

work, a set of runs are done using different values of e111 • Only the one-way rate of e,,. 

crossing R,(e.) is measured. The results are shown in Fig. 3.11. Also plotted is the 
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numerical evaluation of the flux integral Eq. (3.41) for three values of the free parameter C, 

the adiabatic cutoff. The rate R1(erh) can be compared to the one-way flux expressed 

analytically in Eq. (3.41). Recall that the analytic calculation of the one-way flux may 

count a collision multiple times because of recrossings of the surface e::; e,,, during the 

course of one collision. We introduced the adiabatic cutoff C to compensate for this effect. 

The Monte Carlo rate R,.(elh) does not have this problem since it only considers the state 

before and after a collision, that is, R1(em) is the one-way flux corrected for recrossings. 

A comparison of the two results determines the value C which would compensate for 

recrossings. From Fig. 3.11 one can see that the minimum R1(eu.) at E,11 = 5 corresponds 

to an adiabatic cutoff of C;::; 1. 2. Also shown in Fig. 3.11 is the recombination rate 

detennine.d by the Monte Carlo simulation R3 which is a factor of 6 less than the minimum 

value of Rr(e,,,). This difference is caused by the finite width of the bottleneck and the 

skewing of the distribution function towards larger p values. 

3. 7. Conclusions and Discussion 

By using a Monte Carlo simulation, we have calculated the three-body 

recombination time R;1 for ioOs that are introduced into a cryogenic and strongly 

magnetized pure electr~n plasma. The rate given by R3 ;::; 0.070(10) n?v,b5 is an order of 

magnitude smaller than the rate obtained previously for an unmagnetized plasma. Also 

detennined by the simulation is the characteristic time for an electron-ion pair to cascade to 

a 'given level of binding. For deep binding, this time is given by Fig. 3.10 to be of order 

an evolution time (n,, v,b2
)-

1 
multiplie.d by e2

• 

It is instructive to discuss these two quantities in terms of a simple physical 

example. Consider a cryogenic pure electron plasma that is confined in a Penning trap; the 

plasma has the shape of a long column (S!Y· of length L) with the radial confinement 

• 
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provided by an axial magnetic field and the axial confinement by electrostatic fields applied 

at each end. Suppose that an ion transits the full length of the plasma, drifting with a small 

velocity V; 11 along the magnetic field. If the transit time is long compared to the 

recombination time (i.e., (R3 L/ U111 )>>1), the ion recombines with nearly 100% 

probability, and the electron-ion pair is deeply bound when it exits the plasma. If the 

· transit time is long compared to the evolution time but small compared to the recombinatiori 

time, the probability of recombination during transit is given by R3 LI v111 • For a typical 

recombined pair, the depth of binding is given by the plot of E(t) in Fig. 3.10, where the 

t.ime is to be interpreted as t =(LI V; 11 ). It is important that the binding be deep enough to 

avoid ionization by the electrostatic confinement field at the end of the trap. (The external 

field should be small compared to the binding field.) If the transit time is short compared to 

the evolution time, the calculated recombination rate (steady state flux to the sink) is not 

applicable. For this case, it is very unlikely that a recombined pair would survive the 

1~lectric field at the end of the plasma. 

Next, let us re-examine the approximations used in the theory. The guiding center 

approximation breaks down at sufficiently deep binding [i.e., e~(b I re, )213
] and all three 

1Jegrees of freedom begin to interact on an equal footing. The motion becomes chaotic, and 

the perpendicular kinetic energy (that had been tied up in the cyclotron adiabatic invariant) 

is shared with the other degrees of freedom. One might worry that this would lead to 

ionization, but it cannot since the perpendicular kinetic energy is of order kBT, and the 

binding energy is much larger than k8T.. Of course this assumes .that the guiding center 

approximation does not break down until the binding energy is well below the bottleneck. 

Also, the one-way flux to deeper binding below the bottleneck is not changed qualitatively 

by the breakdown of the guiding center approximation. The nature of the bottleneck and of 

the flux is determined by a competition between the Boltzmann factor and a phase space 
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factor, and this competition is modified only slightly (by one power of E in the phase space 

factor) when all degrees of freedom are involved. 

At sufficiently deep binding, classical mechanics no longer provides an adequate 

description of the dynamics, and one might worry that quantum effects (e.g., metastable 

states) would modify the evolution rate. In this paper, quantum effects have not been 

considered at all; we assume that the classical description is valid down to binding energies 

such that the bound pair can survive the electrostatic confinement field at the end of the 

trap. 

Finally, the analysis treats the ions as stationary. The ion motion parallel to the 

magnetic field is negligible compared to the electron motion provided that V; 11 << v~. The 

condition that the perpendicular motion be negligible is more restrictive. For an electron

ion pair that is separated by the distance r =Ir, - r,j, the frequency of the Ex B drift morion 

of the electron around the ion is roE><B = ec I Br3
• The transverse ion motion is 

characterized by two frequencies .Qc; and V;.i Ir; so the condition that the ion motion be 

slow compared to the electron motion is V;.i Ir, .Qc; << ec I Br3
• In these inequalities, the 

electron-ion separation may be replaced by b, since we follow the dynamics only for 

binding energies e > e,,, = 1. The rest of phase space (i.e., e < e,,,, which corresponds to 

r > b) is characterized by a thermal equilibrium electron distribution and we do not care if 

the ion motion is negligible or not. By using r = b = e2 I mv; the inequalities can be 

rewritten as Vu<< (r~ I b)v, and 1 << (m; Im,) (r~ I b)
2

• 

When the latter of these two inequalities is reversed, the ion cyclotron frequency is 

larger than the Ex B drift frequency. In this case, the electron and ion Ex B drift together 

across the magnetic field with the velocity vE><B:;: ec I Bb2 = v,(rc. I b). The results of our 

calculation should still apply since the drifting pair maintain a constant separation. It does 

not matter to the cascade process whether the electron is Ex B drifting around a fixed ion 

at constant separation or the electron and ion are drifting together at constant separation. 

' ' 
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When the first of the two inequalities is reversed, the ion can run away from the 

electron before the electron completes an Ex B drift circuit around the ion. In this case, 

one expects a substantial reduction in the recon1bination rate. A simple dirncnsional 

argument suggests a rate of order R3 - n;u~r~, which is a reduction by the factor (r0 I b )5
, 

·1Vhere r0 is the electron-ion separation for which the Ex B drift velocity equals the 

perpendicular ion velocity (i.e., U;_J_ = ec I Br0
2 

). A detailed analysis of the recombination 

rate for the case where ion motion is included will be presented in a future paper. 
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Figur·e 3.1: Drawing of guiding center atom. In order of descending frequency, the 

electron executes cyclotron motion, oscillates back and forth along a field line in the 

Coulomb well of the ion, and E x, B drifts around the ion. 
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Figure 3.2: Energy that gives the minimum flux (i.e., 'the location of the bottleneck) as a 

function of the adiabatic cutoff used in the integration. The dashed line shows the estimate 

of e, = 4 predicted by Eq. (3.42). The quantity C is the adiabatic cutoff defined in Sec. 

3.5. 
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Figure 3.3: The minimum value of the one-way thermal equilibrium flux as a function of 

adiabatic cutoff used. The dashed line is the upper bound given by Eq. (3.42). Note that 

for large values of the adiabatic cutoff C, the one-way thermal equilibrium flux approaches 

the upper bound. 
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Figur.e 3.4: Relativ.e .location ..of ;the energies ~111 , ,ec, .£&, and ,.e.; iand a ;~ypical ste.p size 

!ie. 
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Figure 3.5: An example of a time history showing the order of the time scales. The state 

of the atom (p,e) is plotted as a function of time. The square corners show the duration 

collision [i.e., t - ( v, I b)-
1
1 as being effectively instantaneous on the time scale of an 

evolution. Three evolutions are shown. The duration of an evolution is of order 

( v.n,b2
)-

1
, and the time between evol'utions is of order ( v,n;bs )-

1
• 
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Figure 3.6: Number of evolutions which reach e (i.e., Ne), divided by the total number 

of evolutions N1. This figure shows that one can unambigiously define a recombined atom 

as an atom which reaches the sink and that a bottleneck of finite width exists near e "" 4. 

• 
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Figure 3.7: Time dependent distribution function divided by its thermal value. Shown 

are its value at four differenttimes (a) t = 0 (initial condition), (b) t =(I/ !O)(n,v,b'f', (c) 

t = (n., v.,b2
)-', (d) t = 10(n .. u.,b2

)-
1 

and its steady state va1ue (e). All scales are linear . 

• 
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Figure 3.8: The p-integrated distribution function at various times. The time marked <><> 

corresponds to steady state. The dashed line is therma;l equilibrium . 
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Figure 3.9: The p-integrated moment (<P) in steady state for different values of<. The 

dashed line shows the value expected if the distribution is thermal. 
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Figure 3.10; Location of the front of occupation as a function of time. The tjm~ i~ when 

the p-integrated dif;tribution function reaches 112 of its steady stat~ value. 
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Figure 3.11: One-way rate of crossing a surface of constant energy if the system is in 

thennal equilibrium. Shown is the Monte Carlo calculation of this rate (0) and the anaiytic 

estimate Eq. (3.41) of this rate for three values of the adiabatic cutoff C. Also shown is the 

Monte Carlo estimate of the recombination rate R3 • 
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